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We the women went out and "work-migthe appointments of men to public defense for such practices.
that they did not consider the
superintendents are allow-;e- d
hill which was introduced this week
Friday morning.
;
Senate Unfavorable.
office which he will make this week
point back to the older states .ed politics" if women secure the
the house. A similar bill by Re- - ed from $100 to $350 annually as (system of state militia as effective
and ask to be excused and ask to be right to vote. Adam and his rib came
and next.
Thoutrll the senate passed unani nresentaliv Frank
The communication
Rnv nf Rnv traveling expenses, and required to and justifiable.
The governor began his remarks forgiven for political corruption, and in for discussion by Lucius Dills andimously a resolution submitting suf-ij- n
Mora county, would create the visit each county school at least iwas addressed to Major Llewellyn.
with a reference to the eight hour say that we have the example of Rev. Stroud of the honse, who took f rage to the vote of the people, the county of Alvarado. Rov would be once during the year, by the terms .speaker of the house, and urged that
workmen's laws which have been other corrupt states to sanction on opposite views of suffrage. Mr. senators are unfavorable to suffrage. the countv "seat of the fomer. and f committee substitute for ho.tse body to concur in the senate bill
bill No. 140 passed last Saturday,' presented by Mr. Baird. The peti- considered by the legislature at this such practices. But this is wrong. Dills said women should not be al- - They voted down a hill on Thurs. Wagon Mound of the latter.
Hill tion went to the house committee
session.
these Fom my expeience I am inclined lowed to become contaminated by day evening which, if it had become
"While favoring
Still another county is being talk, y a vote of 40 to Z. Ho-nlaws," he said, "I should be inclined to make the obsevation that the ci- getting into politics. Mr. Stroud law, would give women the right ed of. and this is Pyramid county to 2S7 provides for the establishment on military affairs.
Favor Prayer Healiac
to regard them as unconstitutional, tizenship of New Mexico is fast be- said God intended woman to walk 'to vote in national elections, and on be sliced out of Union county. Be- of night schools for illiterates. It
Mr. Barnes on Monday introduced
perhaps, if they do not contain a coming the salt of the earth. The by the side of man and be his 'bond issues of city, county and state, fore any of these measures can be has also been passed.
in the bouse a bill legalizing t he-Oace CemmUsioBer
Mr. Barth offered the broader a- - considered in the senate that body
provision for an eight hour day. for noblest characteristics sifted out of equal.
Mr. Winston said that women were mendments, which were atlopted, and must needs reconsider it
r. ,
Ttijk
nti If nnn
governors of states." He explained the effete east, in this free atmosf rr'.A practice of the religious tenets of,
this by saying that ia the brief time phere, higfc attitude, and in the pure naturally timeroua, and stated that 'then defeated with the bill.
the senate committe substitute for)
Continued on page eight) '
counties resolution.
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PRESIDENT ASKS
FULL AUTHORITY
Full Power
Requests
From Congress to Repel Submarine Menace.

Wilson

TO USE ARMY AND NAVY
Arming of Ships and Convoying
of War Vessels Among Measures Sought.

Feb. 2S. President
butoru Congress at 1
ulleniooii and asked
place thu L' nitud
Slates in u state of ' armed neutrality" .
to resist tin.' German suuiiiuriiio
lie spoke as follows;
Gentlemen ut the Congress:
1 have
again asked ill': privilege of
addressing juu becuusu wo are moving through critical limes, during
wliich, 11 seems to mo to bo my duly
to keep in close touch willi the houses
of Congress so lliat neither counsel
nor actum shall run at cross purposes
Washington,
Wilson appeared
o'clock .Monday
for uuthority tu

men-uce-

belWoell us.
Un tlio third of February, I officially
informed you of the sudden and unexpected action of the German govern-Ineli- t
ill declaring ils inleiition lo disregard the promises it had made to
tins government in April lasl and
imiueuiato submarine operations against all commerce whether ol
belligerents or of neutrals, that should
setdi lo approach Great Britain and
Ireland, ihu Atlantic coasts of Luropo
or the harbors of tho eastern Mediterranean und to conduct those operations without regard lo the estabof international
lished restrictions
practice, without regard to any considerations of humanity which might interfere with their object. That policy

was forthwith put into practice. It
has now been in active execution for
nearly four weeks.
Its practical results are not fully disclosed. The commerce of oilier neutral nations is suffering severely, but
not. perhaps, very much more severel-lthan it already was sull'ering beforo
thu first of February, when the new
policy of he German government was
put into operation.
We have asked the cooperation of
the other neutral governments to prebut 1 fear
vent these depredations,
none of them thought it wise to Join
Us in any common course of action.
Our own commerce has suffered, is
suffering, rather more in apprehension than in fact, rather because bo
many of our ships aro timidly keeping
to their borne ports than because
American ships have been sunk.
Two American vessels have been
sunk, thu llousatonlc und thu Lyman
M. Law. The case of thu llousatonlc
which was carrying foodstufrs consigned to London, was essentially
like the case of the Frye, in which,
it will be recalled, the German government admitted its liability lor damages and the lives of the crew, us in
the caBe of the Frye, were safeguarded with reasonable care.
The case of the Law, which was
carrying lemon box staves to Palermo, disclosed a ruthlussness of method
which deserves grave condemnation,
but was accompanied by no circumstances which might not have been
expected at any time in connection
v. ith the use of the submarine against
merchantmen as tho German govern
ment has used it.
In sum, therefore, the situation we
find ourselves in with regard to the
actual conduct of the German sub
marine warfare against commerce and
its effects upon our own ships and
people is substantially tho same as it
was when I addressed you on the
third of February except for the tying up of our shipping in our own
ports because of tho unwillingness of
our ship owners to risk their vessels
at sea without insurance or adequate
protection and the very serious congestion of our commerce which has
resulted, a congestion which is growing, rapidly more and more serious
every day.
This in itself might presently accomplish, in effect, what the new
wore
orders
submarine
German
meant to accomplish, so far as we
We can only say
are concerned.
therefore, that the overt act which I
have ventured to hope the German
commanders would in fact avoid has
not occurred.
But while this is happily true, it
must be admitted
that there has
been certain other additional indications and expressions of purpose on
the part of the German press and tin
German authorities which have increased rather than lessened ho impression that, if our ships and our
people are spared it will be because
of the fortunate circumstances or
the commanders of tho German submarines which they may happen to encounter exercise an unexpected discretion and restraint rather than because of the instructions
under which those commanders are
acting.
It would be foolish to deny that
the situation is fraught with the
gravest possibilities and dangers. No
thoughtful man can fail to see the
I

I

e

Is Recaptured.

has been reLondon.
captured by British forces, Chancellor
of the Exchequer Andrew Bonar Law
announced in the House of Commons.
He said the Turkish garrison was in
full retreat. "The whole enemy's pot
and
sitions at
have been secured," the
statement announced. "Kut
itself is automatically ours."
is memorable as the spot
where Gen. Townshend his 9,000 British troops held out so long before
they were starved into surrender.
Sann-Ai-Ya-

n

Battery C Has Been Disbanded.
Denver. Battery C, Colorado field

necessity for definite action maj
come at any time, If we are In fact
and not In word merely, to defend
our elementary rights as a neutral
nation. It would be moat imprudent
to be unprepared.
1 cannot in such circumstance
be
unmindful of the fact that the expirConof
the present
ation of the term
gress is Immediately at hand, by constitutional
limitations, und that It
would in all likelihood require an unusual length of time to assemble and
organize the Congress which is to
succeed it.
1 teei that I ought, in view ot that
fact, tu obtain from you full and Immediate assurance ot the authority
which I may need at any moment to
exercise. No doubt 1 already possess
that power without special warrant oi
war, by the plain implication of my
constitutional duties and powers, but
1
prefer, in the present circumstances,
not to act upon general implication. 1
wish to tool that the authority und the
power of Congress are behind me in
whatever it may become necessary for
me to do. We are jointly the servants
of the people, und must act together,
and in their spirit, so far as we can
dn ino and interpret it.
No one doubts what is our duty. We
must defend our commerce and lives
of our people in the midst of the present trying circumstances, with discretion, but with clear and steadfast purpose. Only the metliod and the extent
remain to be chosen, upon tho occasion, if occasion should indeed arise.
Since it lias unhappily proved impossible to safeguard our noutrul rights
by diplomatic means agniusl the unwarranted infringements they are suffering ut the hanus of Germany, there
may be no recourse but armed neutrality, which wo shall know now to maintain and lor which there is abundant
American precedent.
it is devoutly to be hoped that it
will not he necessary to put ui'iued
force anywhere
into action. The
American people do not desire it and
our desire is not diiierent. from theirs.
am sure that lliey will understand
the spirit in winch 1 am now acting,
the purpose I hold nearest my heart
and would wish to exhibit in everything do. I urn anxious that the people of the nations it war also should
understand and not mistrust us.
hope that need give no further proofs
and assurances than 1 huve already
given throughout nearly three yean
the
of anxious patience that 1 um
friend of peace and mean to preserve
it for America so long as I am able.
I am not now proposing or contemplating war or any steps that need
lead to it.
I merely request that you will ac
cord uiu by your own vote anil definite
bostowal the means and the authority
to safeguard In practice the right ol
a great people who are at peace and
who ure desirous of exercising none
but the rights ot peace to follow the
pursuits of peace in quietness and
good will rights recognized time out
of mind by all tho civilized nations ol
the world. No course of my choosing
or of theirs will lead to war. War can
come only by the willful ucls and ag
gressions of others.
will understand
You
why I can
make no definite proposals or forecasts of action and must ask for your
supporting authority In the most general terms. The form In which action may become necessary cannot
yet be foreseen. I believe that the
people are willing to trust me to act
with restraint, with prudence, and in
the true spirit of amity and good
faith that they have themselves disthese
trying
throughout
played
months; and it is in that belief that
I request that you will authorize me
to supply our merchant ships with
defensive arms bhould that become
necessary, and with the means of
using them, and to employ any other
or methods that
instrumentalities
and adequate tc
may be necessary
our
ships and our people in
protect
their legitimate and peaceful pursuits on the seas. I request also that
you will grant nie at the same time,
along with tho powers I ask, a sufficient credit to enable me to provide
adequate means of protection where
they are lacking. Including adequate
insurance against the present war
risks.
have spoken of our commerce and
of the legitimate errands of our people on the seas, but you will not be
misled as to my main thought, the
these
thought that lies beneath
phrases and gives them dignity and
weight. It is not of material interests merely that we are thinking. It
human
is, rather, of fundamental
rights, chief of all the right of life
itself.
not only of rights oi
1 urn thinking
Americans to go anj cone nhout then
proper business by way of the sea
but also of something much deeper
much more fundamental than that. )
:.m thinking of those rights of hu
nianity without which there is nc
civilization.
My theme is of those great princl
pies of compassion and of protection
which mankind has sought to throw
about human lives, the lives of non
combatants, the lives of men who are
peacefully at work keeping tue industrial processes of the world quick and
vital, the lives of women and children
and of those who supply the laboi
which ministers to their subtenance
We are speaking of no selfish material rights, but of rights which out
hearts support and whose foundation
is that righteous passion for Justice
upon which all law, all structures
alike of family, of state, and of man
kind, must rest, as upon the ultimate
base of our existence and our liberty.
I cannot
Imagine a man with
American principles at his heart hes
itating to defend these things.
1
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Wyoming Cowboys Raising Regiment
Thermopolls, Wyo. Scores of Wyo
ming cowboys are enlisting here to
join a proposed regiment of volunteer
rough riders under Colonel Roosevelt,
it was stated. Timothy J. McCoy oi
this city is actively enlisting recruits,
following the receipt of a letter from
Roosevelt urging him to do so, "that
they may be ready for immediate
service in event of war." It is pro,
posed that Robert D. Carey of
son of former Governor Carey,
be put in charge of the organization
of all Western regiments.
Carey-hurst-

$6,000,000 Asked

for Hunger

Relief.

Washington. Appropriation ot
for federal relief in the present food situation and future investigation to devise better marketing and
distribution methods was proposed Is
a resolution introduced by Senator
Borah of Idaho.

artillery, was disbanded at El Paso,
Tex., Feb. 26. According to the same
Information fifty members of the battery were at once mustered out of
service at El Paso and the guns and
equipment of the battery were turned
over to the Ordnance Department of
Iser and Belgler Crews Landed.
the government. The remainder of
London. Lloyd's reports that the
the battery, however, left for Fort D.
A. Russell, to be discharged there crews of the British steamships Iser
when Battery B is mustered out ot and Belgler, the sinking of which has
been announced, bare been landed.
service at that army headquarters.

REAR ADMIRAL BRAISTED

SENATE REPORTS

ARMS MEASURE
SIVES PRESIDENT

CONSUL FROST REPORTS
ONE AMERICAN

IN

TONS OF FOODSTUFFS.

FOUR TOWNS CAPTURED FROM
GERMAN8 IN OPENING OF
GREAT OFFENSIVE.

BLOW UP LINER AT NIGHT

SUB SINKS TRANSPORT

i

LAND AT BAN-TRHEAD AND 267 REACH
QUEENSTOWN IN 8 BOAT8.

LOST WHEN THE BIG LINER
WAS TORPEDOED.
Western NVwsimpr I'nion News Service.

Washington, Feb. 28. The sinking
of the big t'unard liner Laconia, with
the loss of American lives, is looked
I'pon by the American government as
a clfar-ru- t
violation, of American
rights, according to un authoritative
e
xpression of opinion obtained after a
conference between President Wilson
and Secretary Lansing.
No further investigation is considered necessary. Official dispatches confirm reports that the Laconia was torpedoed without warning, I, .us establishing the case as "the overt act."

n

bunn-hous-

n

o

Eleven More Steamships Sunk.
Berlin. The sinking of the British
was announced
transport steamer
by the admiralty. The announcement
says that returning German submarines report the sinking of eleven
more steamships, two sailing vessels
and eight trawlers.
Bernstorff and Party Leave Halifax.
Halifax, N. 8. The steamer Frederick VIII, with Count von Bernstorff,
former German ambassador to the
United States, and his party on board,
sailed Tuesday for Copenhagen.

THOUSAND REPORTED DROWNED-GERMAN8ATISFIED WITH
TONNAGE DESTROYED.

London, Feb. 28. A Queenstown
dispatch to the Chronicle says that
tho Laconia was torpedoed in comThe first
paratively calm weather.
torpedo struck her near the stern and
when the vessel was struck a second
v-- .
time she listed quickly to starboard.
The boats got away with considerable difficulty. The passengers' versions of the number lost differ. Some
were drowned and
say twenty-fivothers not more than ten. Among
those known to be lost are Mrs. and
of
Mrs. Rufus Day, daughter-in-laMiss Hoy, Americans. Four Americans
Justice Day of the United States Suare surviving passengers.
preme court, Is one of the most popuAmericans, lar hostesses In Washington. She has
New York. Twenty-sisix of whom were cabin passengers two charming children, but' finds time
to discharge the duties of hostess in
and twenty members of the ere
the joint home of her husband and
w ere on board the t'unard liner Laco
Dav.
nia, from New York, Feb. 18, for Liv
passengerH
erpool, wilh seventy-fivand a crew of 210, when the vessel
CALLS SENATE
was sunk by a German submarine WILSON
Sunday night. Three casualties, one
unidentified, have been reported. FifMEET MARCH 5 FOR IN
ty survivors were landed at Bautry WILL
AUGURAL SESSION.
2C7
at
and
Queenstown.
Head,
While details of the cargo of the
Laconia are withheld under a recent
to Be Administered to
ruling of the customs officials, it wtis Private Oath
President Sunday, March 4, and
learned at the office of the company
Inaugural Address March 5.
that the following items were among
the principal commodities carried:
One thousand bags of silver, 40,000 Western Newspaper Union Nen-- Servlc.
bushels of wheat, 2,843 bales of cotWashington. Plans for President
ton, 1,408 boxes of fresh fruit, 3,000 Wilson's
inauguration, hitherto indefitens of shell casings and other
nite because March 4 falls on Sunday,
and 9,000 tons of provisions. were cleared
that
by announcement
it was positively stated by officials the usual
special session of the Senof the line that there were no exploate will be called for March 5 to consives on board.
This will permit
sider nominations.
In addition to cargo and passengers,
the Inauguration of the vice president
the Laconia carried 5,000 bags of
iiy the Senate chamber, as is the cusUnited States and Canadian mail,
tom.
transbeen
of
had
which
sacks
President Wilson himself, it also
ferred from the American liner St. was
announced, will take an oath of
on
the
Louis. The Laconia, sailing
office privately in the White House
liner
same date the
Sunday, March 4. It was not made
Ityndam returned to port after being clear whether he has decided to take
Rotturned 'back from her voyage to
at the public open air
the oath
terdam by the submarine menace, had ceremoniesagain
on the plaza at the capltol
on board nine of the Ryndam's pas- on
March 6 or whether he merely
sengers.
will make the ceremony the occasion
WILSON REQUESTS FULL POWER. for delivering his Inaugural address.
e

New photograph of Wllllnm C
Unlisted, surgeon general of the navy,
Washington. Developments hero on who has been made a rear admiral. In
Tuesday brought the United States a nise of war he will be one of the most
step closer to the "armed neutrality," Important officers of the navy
proposed by President Wilson, and the
Mate of war with Germany, which few
DUTCH CRYFOR ACTION
officials believe can long be avoided.
The principal incidents were a meeting of the Cabinet in which President
STEAMWilson expressed the opinion that the WHEN SEVEN OF THEIR
TORPEDOED.
ARE
SHIPS
on
lives
sacrifice of three American
the torpedoed llritish liner Laconia
is the expected "overt act" and a clear
'Make No Further Protests," Demand
cut act of war by Germany.
Whole Nation Emof Press
A meeting of the foreign relations
bittered Against Germany.
committee which reported to the Senate a resolution giving authority to
the President to furnish arms, ammu- Western Newspaper lnlon News Service.
nition and gunners to American ships
The Hague. Feb. 27. The suggeswhose owners ask protection from tion has been made to the Dutch
subniurineB.
German
government by leading ship owners
of leaders in the that half a dozen German ships in
A conference
that
to
House decided
put through
Dutch or American portB be demandbody any resolution passed by the ed us compensation for lost tonnage.
Senate.
Tho Hague, Feb. 27. Widespread
London, Feb. 28. United Stales indignation has been caused In HolConsul Frost at Queenstown has tele- land by the torpedoing of Beven
graphed the American embassy here Dutch steamers in tho western apthat Mrs. Hoy and her daughter died proaches to the English channel, anof exposure and that their bodies were nouncement of which was made in
burled at sea. Consul Frost's mes- London Saturday. While official circles remain gravely calm, there has
sage read:
"Mrs. Mary Hoy and Miss Elizabeth been an inevitable outburst of deep
died
Hoy, passengers on the Laconia,
indignation on the part of the Dutch
from exposure. Their bodies were newspapers at what the Amsterdam
buried at sea."
Telegrauf calls "a blow in our face and
Consul Frost reports that an Ameri- the greatest humiliation to which a
can, Thomas Cassey, colored, a mem- neutral state has been subjected."
ber of the Laconla's crew, was among The paper adds: "We confess inabilthe lost. He was the only American ity to see how the honor of our namember of the crew that perished.
tion can further be maintained by protests."
BRITISH DRIVE GERMANS BACK.
London. It was announced that of
Destruction of Aries and Seagull An- the seven Dutch steamers torpedoed
only three were sunk while the four
nounced in London.
others were severely damaged but reLondon Additional progress has mained afloat. Four of the seven
been made by the British forces north were homeward bound with full carand south of the Ancre region in goes. The attack took place in the
France and also to the south of Lens. western approaches to the English
In the Ancre district the village of channel.
Ligny, southwest of Bapaume, has
been occupied, and north of the stream
Germany May Lose All Colonies.
the western and northern defenses of
London. The death knell to Gerthe
from
Puisleux have been taken
colonial possessions has been
many's
official
Germans, says the British
so far as the entente allies
sounded,
communication.
can
effect
that result, by the almost
The British steamer Aries of 3,0 i simultaneous announcement
of the
tons has been sunk by a German sub- British minister of colonies, Mr. Long;
marine, Lloyd's shipping agency an- the Japanese minister of foreign afnounced. The crew was landed. Sinkfairs, Mr. Montono, and the prime
ing of the British steamer Seagull of minister of New Zealand, Mr. Massey,
144 tons is also announced by the
who voiced tho view of Australia, as
agency. The Seagull's crew likewise well as New Zealand. Together these
was landed.
statements declare there will be no
return to Germany of her colonies in
"Victory Sole Aim of Germany."
Africa, Asia or the Pacific.
Berlin (Via Sayville Wireless), Feb.
2s. Germany's peace conditions are
Villa Army Reported Victorious.
based on "reparation for all wrongs
El Paso, Tex. A battle between Carsuffered and guarantees for the ex- ranza troops and Villa forces under
istence in the future of a strong Ger- Jose Ynez Salazar is reported to have
many." Imperial Chancellor von
occurred at Boca Grande, below Palo
Hollweg bo outlined them in a mas, and Salazar succeeded in breakspeech before the Reichstag. "There ing through the de facto line and Is
is only one necessity of the day," he advancing toward Juarez, according to
declared. "It dominates all questions the unconfirmed report.
of policy, both foreign und domestic
it is to fight and gain a victory."
Snowslide Crushes Sleeping Men.
Boise, Idaho. An avalanche swept
Refuse Safety to U. S. Naval Ships. down on the buildings of the North
of
Washington. Germany has refused Star mine, twelve miles northeast
comto guarantee the safety of the United Halley, Idaho, demolishing the
States naval vessel Des Moines and pressor house, warehouse and
smothering and crushing fifCaesar, now at Alexandria, Egypt,
men id the snow and
teen
sleeping
the
for
destitute
with
laden
supplies
Syrians and Armenians, and which debris.
were Intended to bring out of Turkey
Villa Bandits Win in Sonora.
about 1,000 Americans now assembled
Nogales, Ariz. Reports of two days'
at Beirut.
befighting around Saric, Sonora,
Senate Votes Mrs. Funston Pension. tween Carranza troops under General
Camacho and a band of Villa soldiers
Washington. A bill granting a pen- were confirmed here by United States
widow
to
the
month
sion of $100 a
officers. It was said the Villa
of the late Maj. Gen. Frederick Funs-to- army
beat the Carranza troops.
forces
was passed by the Senate.
Yarrowdale Prisoners Released.
Colorado Guards Welcomed Home.
Oldenzaal, Feb. 27. Two neutral
The people of Denver sailors, a Dutchman and a Greek,
Denver.
gave the first contingent of the Colo- taken to Germany on the prize ship
rado National Guard returning from Yarrowdale, have arrived here followthe border, comprising officers and ing their release by the German auAmericans
1C0 men of Battery B, including three thorities. The seventy-twUnited States army officers, a big re- who were also taken to Germany on
the Yarrowdale are expected here
ception when it reached Denver.
shortly.
America Lands Force In Cuba.
Cubans Capture Camaguey.
Havana, Cuba. Two hundred and
Havana. Government troops have
fifty United States marines were
announced
landed at Guantanamo to protect the captured Camaguey, it is
officially. The rebels fled.
sugar mills and plantations.
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U. 8. CITIZENS ON
8TEAMER CARRYING

FIFTY SURVIVORS

LACONIA CREW

Beth-man-

3 MILES IN WEST

BIG

FURNISH ARMS, AMMUNITION
AND GUNNERS TO 8HIPS.

BRITISH ADVANCE

ON LACONIA LOST
TWENTY-8I-

TO

AUTHORITY

MRS. RUFUS DAY

TWO AMERICANS

for New York.
New York, Feb. 24. Women lead
in riots in New York, Philadelphia
and Boston, demanding relief from
the high prices of food. Governor
Whitman considers appointment of
food dictator for state of New York.
Food Dictator

x

e

Holland-America-

n

Asks Congress for Authority to Place
U. S. In Armed Neutrality.
Washington. President Wilson appeared before Congress Monday afternoon and asked for authority to
place the United States in a state of
"armed neutrality" to resist the German submarine menace. Continued
invasion of the plain rights of neutrals
on the high seas, further sacrifices of
American lives and ships, the intolerable blockade of American ports
almost as effectual as if the country
were at war have taken the place of
a dreaded "overt act" which was expected to shock the world and have
forced the President into the next
step toward war.
News of the sinking of the Cunard
liner Laconia with Americans aboard
was received as the President was on
Alhis way to address Congress.
though without details, its grave possibilities added emphasis to the President's words.
President Wrilson, asking to be empowered to take whatever steps are
necessary, which includes the arming
of ships, tho convoying of merchantmen by war vessels or what other
means are required, made it plain
again that he wanted peace, but not
at the price of American lives and
rights, or by driving the American
flag from the seas.
Congress is expected not only to
authorize the President to use the
armed forces of the country, but also
to provide money.

GERMANS RETREAT

ON

SOMME.

Menace of Dutch and Swedes Leads
Teutons to Fall Back in West.
Washington. The great German retirement before Gen. Haig's armies on
the west front was in pant a result of
a call for more men and materials
for the Holland front, allied diplomats here declared. Military attaches
of the allied embassies said they
would be "far from surprised" If the
present German retirement continues.
These diplomats said that with the
Dutch government, incensed over recent vast destruction of her merchant
ships, more belligerently inclined than
at any time since the war began, a big
problem faces the German land forces.
They believe also that the Swedish
menace, added to that seen in Holland, is a contributory reason why
the German general staff is willing
to fall back in the west, thereby
slightly shortening the lines she must
defend against Gen. Haig's battering,
and affording an opportunity to shift
the men thus released to the Dutch
front.

Weitern Newipaper Union Newt Service.

The British have captured Pys,
Serre, Miraumont and Petit Mirau- mont in great offensive on western
front. German line is pierced to a
depth of three miles, military observers declare. Drive is believed to be
prelude to gigantic onslaught along entire front.. London announces successes for British forces in Mesopotamia and declares the invaders,
after defeating the Turks, have
crossed the Tigris river. Minor engagements are reported in northwestern Russia and in the Carpathian
Rome announces that
mountains.
Austrian attacks have been repulsed.
Berlin says that the situation in Rumania is unchanged.
German naval and military leaders
in Berlin estimated that the total
tonnage sunk during February would
not exceed 500,000 and expressed satisfaction with the achievements of
The announcement
the submarines.
was made by the German admiralty
that 1,000 troops bound for Saloniki
perished when the Italian transport
Minas was sunk Feb. 17. An armed
merchantman is raiding commerce in
the Indian ocean and has sunk two
British steamers, according to an announcement in Tokio. The British
army estimates provide for an army of
5,000,000 men exclusive of India and
for a navy personnel of 450,000.
some
Berlin admitted withdrawing
trenches in tho
troops from
S'omme sector and stated that a
French attack south of Ripont in the
Champagne failed. Activity by French
detachments in the Vosges wa announced.
mud-fille-

Berlin records the destruction ol
four mine shafts and the capture ol
250 prisoners.
Petrograd says the attackers were driven back to their po
sitions after breaking through the
Russian lines. A battle for the poa
session of Sannaiyat, northeast ot
on the Tigris, was in
progress on Friday. British troopi
were successful in the opening engagement, London reports, but fight
lng is being hampered by high watet
in the Tigris.
London, Feb. 23. A Reuter dispatch from Saloniki says that the entente allies cut postal communication
between 'Athens and the centra',
powers when they established contact
between the French and Italian troops
and cleared the enemy forces from
the road between Gorltza in southern
Albania and Leskoviye. The central
powers are now restricted to wireless
and airplanes communication.
Berne, Feb. 23. Austria's reply tc
the United States, defining her post
tion in the submarine war, is known
in Berlin, according to the Frankfurt
er Zeitung, which predicts that 8
breach of relations between Washing
ton and Vienna is Inevitable.
Delivers Message From Japan.
Baltimore, Md. The Rev. C. S
Reifsnider, president of, St. Paul'l
college, Tokio, in an address here de
Uvered a message he said the Jap
anese vice minister of state had bid
den him give the American people
"Japan," read the message, "wil
never go to war with the Unite
States unless the United States im
pugns Japan's honor." By "honor," Dr
Reifsnider said, the minister hat
meant such things as the alien lawi
in California and restrictions on im
migration.

Police Charge Women in Food Riots.
New York. A crowd of approximately 1,000.. persons, mostly women
who had attended a mass meeting in
Madison Square to protest against
the hight cost of fool, stormed the
Waldorf-Astorihotel Saturday, shouting they were starving and demanding to see Governor Whitman. When
"Food" Prayer Made in Congress.
informed the governor was not there Ships Will Sail When Given Arms.
Washington. This prayer for relief they refused to believe it and started
New York. If President Wilson i
of the food situation was delivered in a demonstration which necessitated authorized by Congress to arm shipi
the House by Chaplain Clouden: "We the calling out of police reserves.
to protect American merchantmen on
lin
pray in this land of peace and plenty
the high seas, the American
nain
state
and
that the authorities
steamships tied up here will resume
Argentina Wants Mediation.
means
tion may find ways and
by
sailings as soon as guns can be proBuenos Aires, Argentine Republic.
s
which the abnormal prices of
vided, it was stated by the line's offito
La
the
ArgenNacion,
According
may be brought within reach tine government is endeavoring to cials.
of the struggling classes, the poor
about joint action by the
and needy; that the spectacle enacted bring
New Mexico to Build Capitol.
republics in offering mediain many of our cities recently may
Santa Fe. The lower house of the
the war. The United
tion
for
ending
not be repeated."
States will not.be asked to take part New Mexico Legislature, In the first
because of Its rupture with Germany. evening sitting it has held this sesEdwin Gould Killed on Hunt.
Brunswick, Ga. Edwin Gould, Jr., Negotiations with the diplomatic rep- sion, passed a bill authorizing a
bond issue, whose proceeds are to
aged 23, accidentally killed himself at resentatives here of other
Latham's Hammock, a Gould hunting
republics will be initiated by Ar- be used in building an addition to the
capltol.
gentina, the newspaper says.
preserve.
a

foou-stuff-

Latin-America- n

200,-00-

Latin-America-

Germany Frees 72 U. S. Sailors.
Washington. Ambassador Willard,
Madrid, cabled Feb. 26 that the Spanish foreign office had notified him
American sailors
that seventy-twtaken on the prize ship Yarrowdale into Germany had been released by Germany Feb. 16.

Grain Elevators Loaded to Roofs.
Chicago. Chicago's grain elevators
have practically ceased operations, It
is said. They are loaded to the roofs
and unable to ship out. Grain dealers
have estimated that there are at least
30,000,000 bushels of grain in Chicago
elevators' awaiting shipments; that
Tons of Food in 8torage.
there are at least 7.000,000 bushels
More than
33,000,000 on cars held up on switch tracks and
Chicago.
pounds of hams, bacon and beef were sidings, and that in addition tributary
discovered in two cold storage ware grain sections have an equal amount
in elevators and on trains.
houses.
o

'

Funston Burled at Presidio.
San Francisco, Feb. 24. The body
of Maj. Gen. Frederick Funston, who
died In San Antonio, Tex., arrived
here on a special train and today was
interred In the national cemetery at
the Presidio, a United States military
reservation.

Hundred and Forty-fiv- e
Ships Sunk.
Parts. An unofficial list of vessels
Half Block of Omaha Fire Swept
sunk between Feb. 2 and Feb. 22,
Omaha, Neb. Fire in the downstates 145 belligerent and neutral vessels, with a total tonnage of 214,381. town retail district here wiped
half a block with a loss of $750,000.
have been sank.

ot

Train Bandits Found Guilty.
Tucson, Ariz. Joe Davis and Jeft
Spurlock of Hugo, Okla., were found
guilty by a Jury in the federal court
here of holding up the Golden State
Southlimited train on the El Paso
western railroad at Apache, Ariz.,

Sept

6, 1916.

r
Law.
Women Get
Ind. The Hudglnl
Indianapolis,
bill, limiting the hours of service foi
r
women workers to
hours a
week, was passed by the Senate, 11
to 5.
Nine-Hou-

fifty-fou-

Turkey ta Free Thousand Americana.
Washington. Turkey has assured
Ambassador Elkus of its willingness
to waive all restrictions of quarantine
and otherwise upon the immediate
departure of the thousand Americans
of
gathered In the neighborhood

Thirteen Dead in Southern Tornado.
Atlanta, Ga. Thirteen persons are
known to have lost their lives and
more than 100 have been reported Injured In a series of tornadoes that
swept portions ot Alabama, Georgia
and Mississippi Friday.

8paln Acta for Germany.
Washington. At the request of tho
German government Spain has taken
la
over German consular Interest
Porto Rico and HawaiL

Swedish Mall Resumes.
Christianla.
It Is officially announced that mails can again be seat
to western Europe and America. The
dates of sailings will not, however, be
published.

Beirut

OCCUPANTS

TURN

size end as comfortable and attractive
as possible.
The living room in this design Is 27
by 13 feet, which gives ample space.
In the back wull is a big brick
Plenty of wall space Is provided for some
furniture
thut will harmonize with the decorative scheme that is chosen. With a
e
bright cheerfuL Are burning in the
this room will more thun live
up to Its name as a living room.
The exterior of this design is finished In typical bungalow Btyle. The roof
has a very flat pitch with eaves that
extend out on all sides. The gable,
extending toward the front of the
house, has the right side slightly longer than the left, so as to cover the
small front porch. The walls are covered with shingles. The steps to the
front porch are rather wide and present a pleasant, inviting appearance.
The entrance to the house Is Into the
living room, which Is connected to tho
dining room by a wide opening. The
dining room might serve also as a
because of the many windows
that are placed In the walls. Along
the front there are four windows, with
five along the side and one opening out
on to the front porch. The dining
room Is of good size, and being connected to the living room makes an unusually large spnee across the front ot
the house. In the buck part Is a buffet which is built ngulnst the wall.
Directly back of the dining room Is
a pantry that Is a most necessary adjunct of the kitchen. Under the window In the pantry Is n table, and across
from this a smull cupboard. The sink
In the kitchen Is placed near the pantry so that dishes will not have to be
Small details such as
carried far.
these are needed to make the kitchen
a pleasnnt plnce to work In.
The house Is set up high enough so
that a good basement can be provided.
.

Are-plac-e.

HOI

HOUSE

Work of Architect and Builder Is
Ended When Structure Is
Completed.
HE ONLY PREPARES THE WAY
for Cozy Arrangements
Bungalow Are
How Living Rooms

Opportunities
in

One-Stor- y

Many
May

Be

Made

Pleasant

and Attractive.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and giva advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
two-cestamp for reply.

There la always a question as to
Just where the dividing line comes between the architect nnd the home
builder In planning a house. Surely
the home builder desires a beautiful
house which he can point to with
pride; but the architect, although his
feelings are not exactly those, of the
borne builder, nlso desires that the
house be beautiful. The home builder
wants every possible Item which will
contribute to the convenience of the
house included In the design; but the

gg

n

fire-pluc-

sun-parl-

Jitdis'''

'

,

architect nlso strives toward this end, There are both outside and inside

although he must temper his efforts
with structural details nnd perhnps a
limitation as to cost. In n word, the
Interests of the home builder must be
the assumed interests of the nrehitect.
How far is it possible for the architect to carry out the design so that
the house may be made Into the home
which the owner desires?
This fact Is certain : Even the most
beautiful house, decorated In the most
skillful manner, is not truly a home
until the occupants have established
the evidence of their personalities both
on the exterior and In the Interior.
Simplicity of arrangement usuully expresses the greatest feeling In bringing about the homelike effect. A few
good pictures which are In accord with
the room, good books placed where
they will be used, artistic lights Installed where they are needed, and
flowers arranged by the member of
the family who likes them best, all
form an expression of the simplicity
upon which beauty no less than coin-fodepend.
Toward this end the architect can
do little more than prepare the way.
It remains for the members of tho
household to contribute the personal
Items of benuty, the Individuality and
the charm, without which even the
most beautiful house lacks the essential elements of a home. While the
larger house may offer greater oppor- rt

en-

trances to the basement. The outside
entrance will make It unnecessary for
everyone to tramp back and forth
through the kitchen in getting to the
basement.
Oddities of the Elephant
Whoever has look.ed inside an elephant's mouth has seen a strange
Elesight, on exchange observes.
phants have no front teeth, and they
never eat flesh or any food that requires tearing apart. Eight teeth are
all they have, two above and two below on each side, huge yellow molars
us wide as a man's hand.
Over these hay and fodder are shifted by the queerest, ugliest tongue in
the whole animal kingdom, a tongue
that is literally hung at both ends,
having no power of movement except
In the middle, where It shifts back and
forth from the side, arching up ngnlnst
the roof of the big mouth like a
wrinkled pink serpent.
Elephants, like human beings, have
two sets of teeth. The milk teeth,
which are smaller than the pcrmnnent
molars, fall out when the animals are
about fourteen years old. These baby
teeth which are, nevertheless, enormous are occasionally picked up by
circus men among the fodder and preserved as curiosities.

The Outdoor Woman.
When that husky brute, man, goes
Into the big woods for the good time
of the year, no longer does he leave
I
rrrn
a bundle of frills and laces at borne,
J
or the shore, with nothing to assuage
""
her grief at parting with her lord but
Mtchei
BfflM.
.
a . stack of the latest fiction, a fond
lo'.u'
,
i.J(" I
1p
.
kiss and, perhnps, a hypocritical "Wish
lo5foo
you could go with me." No, Indeed I
Now she goes with him, and he is finding out that he is very glad she does.
Whether cither he or she Is glad,
rosm
Living
however, depends, in a measure In
7lj"
fnct, rather largely upon her clothing.
I1NIN5 RM.
She must be warm In cold weather,
not too warm In hot weather, not be
n n?ofT PtacH
bedraggled to helplessness when It
Uft'3'
rnlns, nor snagged every few minutes
in rough going by stepping on her
skirt or getting caught on a stub. If
she Is to be a real
to a man
Floor Plan, Size 28 Feet by 39 Feet she must not hold companion
him back by adding
6 Inches,
to her natural handicap, lack of
tunlty for the architect to express his strength, the unnecessary and exasperart, the less pretentious house yields ating "unsuitable costume." Outing.
more order to make the design strucWorld's Clove Supply.
turally practical.
The house shown in the accompanyThe clove tree has been Introduced
Into the western world and now Is,
ing illustrations is of the
bungalow type. Its room arrangement and for more than a century has been,
will no doubt suggest several desirable grown in Brazil, Gulnna urd the West
features which may be obtained In this Indian Islands. Clove trees now grow
in groves in the island of Mauritius,
type of house.
There Is one great hobby In room where plantations were set out under
arrangement that many people have. the auspices of the French In the eightIn planning a home nearly every one eenth century, and In Zanzibar and
will Insist on one large room with a Pemba. These last named Islands, off
fireplace In It The beauty of this the east coast of Africa, have become
Idea Is that It is so practical. There Important producers of cloves. Java
Is nothing more necessary to the home and Sumatra, In the East, also make
than a room where everyone can their contributions to the world's supmeet, and where there Is plenty of room ply of cloves.
to entertain visitors.
Important Amendment.
In this age of the world we know
He was a new member of the harbor
that surroundings have a marked effect on people and show their Influence board In a northern seaside town, and
on both their mental and physical was attending his first meeting. The
characteristics. A man does twice as board was discussing a proposal to
much work and Is twice as happy In a place two buoys at the entrance to the
modern daylight factory aa In the old, harbor for the guidance of mariners.
"I beg to propose as an amendment,"
dark and dismal ones.
A room such as the living room In said the new member, "tbaj one man
this design plays the same part In the should be placed there Instead of two
home life. It Is the meeting place of boys, as the latter are too yonng for
the family, where the associations such a responsible position." London
have their important effect on the developing character of the children. It
is' also the place where friends and
Painfully Short.
"We are having the shortest deri of
relatives are entertained and where
the social part of the community life the year now," remarked Btnley.
"Ton bet we are I" said Brlggs, as his
Is" kept up. It la rather necessary,
therefore, that .this room be of good hands cams out of his empty pockets
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JESUS FEEDS FIVE THOUSAND.
LESSON TEXT John
GOLDEN TEXT Give us this day our
dally bread. Matt. 6:11.
6:1-1-

This parable marks the high level
of the year of our Lord's popularity.
It Is such an Important miracle as to
be the only one recorded in all four
gospels. lie sure to use a good harThe returning twelve (Matt.
mony.
11:1) are taken by their master to a
desert place that they might find rest
(Mk. 6:31) and that he might comfort
their hearts over the death of John the
The multiBaptist (Matt. 14:1-12tude would not grant them the right
use of their leisure, but flocked to this
retreat In the desert. They followed
thut they might listen to his gracious
words, and perhaps behold some new
wonder (v. 2), Carlisle said he saw In
England "forty millions, mostly fools."
Jesus saw the multitude, und wns
moved, not with snrcasm, but with
f compusslon which took a tangible form
of service. Murk tells us (0:34) that
Jesus was first of all teaching the multitude. It is better to teach a man how
to help himself thun to help the man.
We nlso Infer from this thnt the soul
of a man Is of more value than his
It Is not enough, however, to
body.
suy, "God bless you, be warm and fed"
when a man Is hungry. St. John Is the
only one to tell us of the conversation
with l'hlllp. Philip lived In IJethsaida
near by, yet to feed this multitude wus
to him too great a task, even with, his
knowledge of the resources (vv. 5,0).
We should not be surprised at Philip's
slowness of faith. Moses in a like
manner was once nonplussed ns to how
to feed the multitude in the wilderIt is not so
ness. (Num. 11:21-23)- .
much how great the need nor how little we possess; rather, is that little
given over to God? Andrew, who had
revealed Jesus unto Peter, discovers as
though in desperntlon a boy whose
mother hud thoughtfully provided him
with a lunch, consisting of five barley
biscuits and two small herring (v. 0) ;
at least that much remained. This Is
a great commentary upon the tide of
interest nt this time, that the boy
should not have eaten his entire lunch,
for the boy's hunger Is proverbial. It
seems ns though Jesus emphasizes the
helplessness of the disciples In order
d
that he may show his power. Ills
"Give ye them" (Mk. 6:37)
teaches us that we are to give such
us we have, and not look to others nor
to do our charity by proxy (Prov.
11:24-25Again the Savior asks his
disciples as though ho would teach
them the resources of his kingdom.
Give what you have, and he will bless
and Increase It to tho supplying of the
needs of a multitude. The secret of
success was when lie took up the
loaves, and, "looking up," God also saw
thut day and blessed It. 'We need to
observe tho systematic procedure. The
people are seated or reclining upon the
ground In runks or In companies, the
master blessing and breaking the boy's
cakes, giving first to the disciples. God
human
miracles
works
through
agencies only. The result of this systematic procedure was that they were
all satisfied, "filled" (v. 12). Luke
adds that "all did eat" (Lk. D :17). Not
alone, however, was there divine order
nnd lavlshness, but there were economy
and thrift as well, for Jesus gave careful direction as to the fragments. The
lavlshness Is shown by the fact that
the baskets Into which the fragments
were gathered were each probably
large enough In which to sleep. Tills
conservation process was a stinging
rebuke to the Improvident orientals
and to present-daprodigals of that
wonderful bounty with which God has
blessed our laud. God gives to us that
we may use for other. Joy dies unless
it is shared. Jesus is the living bread
(John 6:48), and will sntlsfy hunger
and life even as bread generates In
the human body heat, vitality and
power; so he would still feed thf
hungry soul of mankind. We have at
hand the word, nnd It Is for lack of It
that men die In the deepest, truest
sense of that word. The poverty and
perplexity of the disciples In his presence and In the presence of this great
need are being repentd over nnd over
today, and yet It Is absurd. We have
not enough to feed the multitude. Our
few loaves of amusements, mental activities and social service will not feed
them, but when we breuk unto them
the Living Brend, they have enough
and to spnre. The difficulty with the
distribution of material bread for the
needs of mankind is not thnt there Is
not enough grain, but rather that in
the process of distribution certain companies of men can control the fruits of
the earth, and withhold them from the
consumer for their own profit. Is there
not a parable in this for the church In
that It Is so much concerned with Its
own Joys, pleasures and profits that
It Is withholding from the mass of
mankind, especially In the foreign field,
the bread which alone can bring life
and Immortality to light? The words
of the' late Dr. Maltble Babcock are
appropriate In this connection : "Back
of the loaf Is the snowy flour, and back
of the flour the mill, and back of the
mill is the wheat and the shower, and
the sun and the Father's will."
Summary: (1) The hope of the
world's salvation la In the wonderful
power of God In multiplying the little
we give to him in the way of service.
(2) If we bring no gift, how can God
bless man? Compare this boy's service with the service of the little maid
in Naaman's household.
(3) Conservation of the fragments,
using well or wasting the fragments of
time, of opportunity, etc, makes all
the difference between success and failure.
(4) Let nothing be lost. The refuse
of petroleum Is today worth more than
the oil product.
com-mun-
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PRINCIPAL AIM IN WINTERING STOCKERS
(By C. I. BRAT, Colorado Agricultural
College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
The principal object In wintering
cattle Is to bring them through the
the winter In such condition thut they

will make tho best returns the next
season. In days of unlimited range
and cheap beef, what would now be
considered a high death loss was taken as a matter of course. With
high beef prices, limited range, and
with fcedstuffs more readily available
in case of need, it Is not considered
economical to let stock cattle lose
flesh In wintering.
They will be in
better shape to take advantage of the
next season's grass if they gain a little through tho winter. It Is not advisable, on the other hand, to let stock
cattle fatten much, unless they ore to
be fed out for market before June, as
they are likely to lose this fat on
early spring grass, and will not make
such profitable gains through the following summer.
Under fatm conditions, the greatest

possible use should be made of such
roughages as corn fodder, straw, or
silage, but these feeds must be
supplemented with either a little cottonseed cake, linseed meal or alfalfa
hny. An advantage of cottonseed
cake Is that It can be used readily
to supplement poor winter grazing, being easily transported, very concentrated, easy to feed, and a natural
supplement to native grasses. Alfalfa
alone fed to steers at the North Platte
station, Nebraska, made gains of
pound per duy as compared to
gains of
pound on prairie hay,
but alfalfa arid prairie huy together
PRACTICALLY A
were practically equal to alfalfa alone.
Fourteen pounds of straw nnd one
pound' of cottonseed meal have put
AUTO
21 pounds gain on stockers during a
winter's feeding. The addition of one
pound cottonseed meal to a silage ra- CRUISER CAR HAS ALL THE COMtion has proved more profitable than
FORTS OF HOME.
silage alone, making total gains of 10
pounds per head.
Enables Owner to Choose His Stopping Places Entirely Independent
of Hotel and Garage AccommodationsIts Features.
three-fourt-

FOR

TOURIST

The "cruiser" automobile Is the latest machine put on the market. The
delightful thing about this newest
claimant for favor is thut It contains
or embodies in Its constructive equipment the most completely appointed
"camping" outfit thut can bo desired,
Aud tills comprises tent, table, chillis,
bed, cooking utensils, bedding, table
service, tireless cooker, stove, cunm
tank and
grate, refrigerator,
service, toilet tent und lnvutory,
tank nnd multltudluous other articles, the luck of which means the
difference between comfort and discomfort.
The mnln features of the equipment
Include a commodious tent of Egyp-tiuwuterproof fabric, light and durawinThere are mosquto-proo- f
ble.
dows, electric light, two folding camp
lounging chairs and a table, an outllt
of aluminum cooking utensils specially made to withstand hard service,
two stoves respectively of the liquid
alcohol nnd solid alcohol types, ore
gallon container for denatured alcohol, folding grate for open cumptlre,
tulile service and nnpery.
The cylindrical refrigerutor placed
most conveniently nt the rear Is 12
Inches In diameter by 30 inches long,
and in appearance resembles the usual rear gasoline tank. It affords ample space for foods and liquids and
through nn Ingenious device nn
supply of Ice water.' There Is
tank with extension
also a
equipment leading to tho lnvntory tent,
an especially designed compact tireless
cooker, compartments for two
suitcases, a lire extinguisher, folding
pull nnd washstnnd, und other articles
of camp equipment. In fact the owner curries everything he needs.
hot-wat-
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NOT

ECONOMICAL

TO ALLOW

RUSTY STRAW GOOD

CATTLE TO LOSE FLESH.

SCOURS IN CALVES

FOR FARM ANIMALS

CAN BE PREVENTED

Principles It Is Not Animals Should Have Warm,
Clean and
Considered Advisable to
Pens Feed Grain.
Feed It to Females.

On General

(By M. H. REYNOLDS, Division of Veterinary Science, University Farm, St.

Thousands of calves are lost each
year by what Is known ns scours, says
II. II. Kildee, University farm, St.
I'aul. On every funu meusures should
be taken to guard against this disease, which results from a deranged
digestive system.
Calves should have warm, clean,
light and
pens. Milk
should be fed on regular amounts, at
regular times, at a temperature of
about 80 degree F from scrupulously
clean palls. The foam which accumulates on the niilk while It Is being
sepurated should never bo fed.
The time to feed tho grain ration Is
Immediately after tho milk Is fed, so
that the calves will not suck each other's ears and thus take air Into the
stomach, which causes bloat and produces scours.
It Is well to have stanchions In one
side of the pen so that the culves may
be confined for a short time after being fed milk.

Paul.)
Is rusty straw safe or desirable
stock food? Tho general teaching for
many years has been thut blights,
rusts, smuts, etc., are all harmful and
likely to produce abortions and other
troubles. Actuul experience and some
research work, however, show thut
this statement Is fur too general.
There can bo no question concerning the undeslrubillty of moldy huy,
straw, grain, or ensilage, on account
of the
forage poisoning of
horses and cuttle, but quantities of
corn smut have been fed In experimental work, without evident harm,
though this does not prove that under
other circumstances smut may not be
Injurious. Stock seems sometimes actually to prefer straw In tho bluck
rust stage and cut It readily, yet the
same stock may appear to dislike
straw In the
stage, possibly
because more dusty.
We think that the furmer would be
quite justified In the cautious feeding ROUGHAGES OF FARM
of rusty straw. On generul principles
and In view of some uncertainty, It
TURNED INTO MONEY
would be better not to use rusty straw
tor a female heavy with young, though
even in such a case It might do no
Chief Advantages in Keepharm. There Is little positive informa- One of
tion available. The writer would
ing Live Stock Is Utilization
greatly appreciate reports of actual
of Cheap Feeds.
experience.
well-know- n

red-ru-

RIGHT MANAGEMENT OF BOAR

(By C. A. WILLSON, Kentucky
Station.)

Bxpert-men-

t

The chief ndvnntngo thnt would reAnimal Should Not Be Used Very
sult from tho keeping of llvo stock on
Much Until One Year Old Keep
the majority of farms is that to a
in Best of Condition.
A boor should not be used very
much on sows until he Is one year old,
nor for heavy service until two years
old. If one wants to develop a boar
to the highest possibility It Is not
well to use him at all under one year
old.

large extent tho returns would be additional to those realized when live
stock was not kept. These returns
would be additional because live stock
would iurn the roughages of the farm,
that are now going to waste, Into
f
the fodmoney. More than
der In this state goes to waste every
year. For every head of cattle in the
state there ore produced three acres
of corn, which will average one ton
f
of stover per ncre. One nnd
tons of stover Is more than is needed
to winter one head of cattle. There Is
going to waste, then, every year In
this state, 5,700,000 tons of corn stover,
which at a valuation of $5 per ton
means a loss to the farmers of the
state, through a luck of proper utilization of feeds by cuttle, of over
one-hal-

One service per day Is enough, but
case two sows are to be served in
one day, breed one In the morning
and the other In the evening, and let
the boar rest a duy or so before using
him nguln. One service to a sow Is
With such a
all thut is necessary.
treatment a mature boar should be
able to handle 50 or CO sows during a
Drecding season.
The boar should be kept In good
condition all the year, but not so fat
as to be lazy and clumsy. His ration
should be Increased before tho breedLAYING HEN NEEDS PROTEIN
ing season, In order to have him gaining at the time he Is being used. This
keeps him In good condition, and bet- Meat Scrap Has Produced Increased
ter results may be obtained.
Egg Production at the Ohio Experiment Station.
PREVENT INJURY BY RABBITS
"Hens require some protein of
origin lf best results In egg proParis Green Added to Whitewash Apduction are to be secured," said W J.
plied to Trees Will Stop Animals
Buss, poultryman at tho Ohio experiFrom Gnawing Bark.
ment station. "In our work meat
According to the experts of the scrap has produced Increased egg
North Dakota agricultural
college, yields and more than paid for Itself,
satdamage to trees by rabbits gnawing but soy beans generally are not a reg
feed.
In
isfactory
the bark can be stopped in the
way : Make a thick whitewash ; cent feeding tests at the station, hens
slacking the lime overnight Improves fed soy beans laid only a few more
those given no feed high In
It To each pailful of the whitewash eggs than Skim
milk and tankage are
add three teaspoonfuls of parls green, protein.
and paint the trees with It Stir fre- also suitable for nse in rations for
laying hens.
quently when applying It.
In

1

one-fift- h

one-hal-

0.

nnl-m-

n
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Watch Tires for Cuts In the Tread.
A good many people could say
about their prematurely deceased tires
what a young Irishman remurked when
after a short illness he was told he
could not live. Ills laconic deply wns,
"Well, I expected this, but not quite
so soon." Kvcryone realizes thut tires
must wear out some duy. Rut no one
expects them to give out ns soon us
some do. No matter how many thousands of miles the tire has traveled,
the blowout always comes as a shock
of disappointment and In many Instances the tire's life could have been
prolonged Immeasurably through a little care and time taken to 1111 the
minute trend cuts which seemed so unimportant. In order to get satisfactory service from a pneumatic tire,
the condition of the tread must be
watched constantly.
Use Fuller's Earth.
Despite the value In rosin applied to
the bruke bands to make them grip the
drums more firmly, this substunce
never should be applied to
leathers to prevent slipping; Its use
will result In the formation of a sticky,
gummy deposit that will cause the
clutch to grip nnd the cur to start
with a lurch instead cf a gentle,
steady movement. A little fuller's
earth generally will cure a slipping
clutch, if the slipping Is due to too
much nil on the engaging surfaces. If
the fuller's earth cure fails, It Is time
to make adjustments, if possible, or
to fit a new leather face.
cone-clutc- h

Device for Learners.
A device recently putented

Is for
giving driving instructions from nn anchored car to new owners of automobiles, thus saving the novice from the
risk when he practices on n public
highway. The car Is elevated from the
ground, and by means of the brake the
instructor can vary the pressure on
the renr wheel so as to reproduce the
conditions of road travel, from smooth
A
to stiff
stralght-awaset of signals In front of the car is
operated by a system of cords. To the
different signals, as one after the other
Is thrown out, the pupil must learn to
make his car respond Instantly.
y

c

dual-purpo-

FIRST GET

ENGINE

WARMED

Always a Mistake to Start Out With
Automobile Until This Has Been
Accomplished.
On cold days It tukes so much long
er to get your engine warmed up.
If you put In a rich mixture and
choke nnd let It Idle two or three minutes under low throttle, you will be
more sure of getting it thoroughly,
warmed than you will lf you let her
race. It seems as though It warms up
quicker when you race It, but racing
Is not good for the engine, does not
get It as well warmed and, besides,
racing wastes gas. Even lf It does
seem to be a more expedient means,
you wouldn't gain more thun a minute,
und a minute lost in the garage Is
easily made up for when you get out
on the roud. Ilnclng requires n very
heavy gus charge from the cylinders,
because it Is nn extra struln.
Trying to get your car to go fast before you have the engine well warmed
Is wasting gas, because of the futlla
effort and strain put on to the
e.

Dashing to a stop by using the
brakes Is wasting gas, when you might
have cut off your power 20 feet or so
back and coasted up. Tho same Idea
holds good about driving down a hill
when you might ns well have cut off
your power and glided down In neutral or else in second.
Have your throttle regulated so that
when the engine Is Idling it need not
be running at any but the lowest
speed. See to it thnt the cylinders
are not worn In your motor and that
the piston rings are not leaky and the
valves are not warped or carbonated.
If you feel that your car is eating
up more gas than It should, have It
examined by some competent mechanic. Perhaps your carburetor is not
properly adjusted and you are using
too rich a mixture. Perhaps there Is
something wrong with the compression
nnd this should be tested. Oftentimes
the trouble enn be traced to leaks In
the gas line around the joints, and all
that need to be done to fix matters Is
a little tighter screwing of the unions.
Don't let your gns bill keep Increasing when you can cut It down. What's
the use of throwing money away?

LESS USE OF HORN,
MORE USE OF EYE
In nnnlyzing the causes of
accidents by motortrucks, nn
expert has prescribed a set of
rules for the guidance of the
men who own this type of vehicle, and which also have a
bearing on the operation of passenger automobiles. The rules

are:

1. Use every possible care In
the selection of the driver.
2. Look after the condition of
the truck. Be certain that It is
In mechanical condition to meet
every emergency.
3. Don't rely too much on tha
horn. Avoid Its overuse.
4. Be careful In keeping tho
driver physically and mentally
to the top notch of his efficiency.

Replacing Old Valve Stems.
The most satisfactory results can be
obtained by forcing the old valve stem
bnck Inside of the tube and cutting
a small hole about a foot from tho
valve hole, through which to draw It
out.
Insert the new vulve stem
through the original valve hole. This
prevents the fabric In the valve patch
from being ruptured nnd strained, nnd
will always hold the valve stem secure.
Electrics in Norway.
Electric vehicles are interesting the
automobile dealers of Bergen, Norway,
and one dealer already has sent a
representative to this country to make
arrangements for selling electric machines in that country. Road conditions in Bergen are hilly, with an average grade of 10 per cent. These conditions, however, are not looked upon
us prohibitive to the use of electrics.

Guard Against Tire Theft.
Protection of spare tires against
theft Is provided In a new speedster.
The extra tire mounted with wlro
wheels on renr deck Is securely locked
Why Some Repairs Fail.
A few repair men are attempting to with a stud through the wheel flange.
use the materials from two or more Xo struts or chains ore required with
concerns In the same repair. I""r ex- this locking device.
ample, sometimes a fabric from one
firm curing nt 40 pounds steam pressBeauty Has Influence.
Attractive appearance as one of the
ure for 40 minutes, with gum from another firm curing nt 55 pounds for 50 most Important considerations of the
minutes. This combination Inevitably retail buyer Is becoming more strongresults in improper curing of one or ly recognized each year. Distinctive
It Is lines and generul appearance are one
the other of these materials.
best to use one make of repair mate- of the strong talking points of any
model.
rials for satisfactory results.

Adaptable Credence.
Marketing Dairy Cattle,
"Do yon believe In the Darwinian
Dairy cattle can be marketed profittheory?"
ably only In tho following way L
"Yes."
by veallng from thirty to forty days
"Then so do I. I'd rather believe In
old, or fed and sold as baby beef at
eighteen or twenty months old. A good It temporarily than have to argue
dairy cow will earn $40 or $50 more about It."
every year than ah' average
Something to Make Milk.
One to Suit the Case.
cow.
The ewes will need something that
Mistah Jackson Didn't the boss gib
Will make milk. Are they getting it?
yo' a recommend when yo' left?
Good for Dairy Farmer.
Mistah Johnson Oh, yes. He done
the
Milk.
cream
and
on
The
Calves
silo,
separator
Raising
recommend Fakem's nervine fo' dat
Raise calves on clean, warm, sweet manure spreader are tndispensables tfl tired feelln'."
Boston
Evening
the successful dairy farmer.
Skim milk, fed regularly.
Transcript.

Income From Lambs,
Ten dollars a head Is not nn Impossible income from lambs and wool
from good ewes. Even as high a return as $12 has been reported by sheep
growers.

HOME ON WHEEL8

Easy Mark.
"That fellow was an Impudent fraud.
How did he manage to wheedle money
out of you?"
"Oh, John, he told me such a sad,
pitiful tale about his poor wife, who
was a widow with six little children."
The Defect.
"In your picture the milkmaid Kat
too high a color."
"Why shouldn't she have a hlgt
color?"
"Because milkmaids are naturally
.
pall girls."

New Mexico State Record

'BLUE-SKY-ISfifteen thousand. It is conceded that the en-- 1 will refuse to listen to the misrepresentations
AND MINING
LAW OF OBEDIENCE
trymen cannot, on an average, journey to the and falsehoods of those seeking to disrupt the
0
land office of his district, with his witnesses party in order to work through their own sel
By Elbert Hubbard
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Competition among the purveyors of in
Kiying their expenses and his own for less fish schemes and forward their own ambitions vestment
o
opportunities excite class jealousies
than
The first item in the common-sens- e
creed
N
twenty dollars. A few of them who re- at the expense of the party. No personal in- - and sectional
Mr. Unterniyer, of
Fk A.NIK STAPH
Managing Editor
side near land offices will have little expense, terests will be permitted to endanger party pujo-listi- c
fame, once declared that the five is obedience.
Do your work with your whole heart.
matter at the post office but the larger portion live thirty, sixty, ninety, success from now on, and those men who are years following the panic of 1907 had wit
Entered as second-clas- s
Revolt is sometimes necessary, bat the
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of and many over a hundred miles from author- willing to sacrifice the party for personal nessed a greater concentration 01 control over
ized officials and the trip means three or four
March 3,
gain will be the only ones ignored. The men the credits of the United States than all the man who mixes revolt and obedience is doomdays time and expense for three men, aggre- who have fought the battles of the party previous history of the nation. Thus, within ed to disappoint himself and everybody with
Ij.iuii iu weekly Male Record $1.50 per year gating fifty or seventy five dollars in each and suffered the scars of its past victories and a few
years, if this statement is correct, there whom he has dealings. To flavor work with
case, which is a mighty big item of expense defeats will be considered, as well as those has developed in the money market a strain protest is to fail absolutely.
FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1917.
for a man who is trying to start in and build who have wandered away with an honet pur- - and a st
When you revolt, why revolt climb, get
niggle for the domination of Ameria home for himself with a capital consisting nose, and the party will march to a triumph- can investments that never was felt before. out, hike, defy
tell everybody and everything
hades
to
to
That disposes of the case.
has
of
the
go
THE REPUBLICAN PLEDGE FULFILLED of a large family, a bronco team, a cow, a ant victory at the next election.
assumption
dictatorship
Naturally
o
pig, half a dozen chickens, and no cash whato
centered in New York and the other large You thus separate yourslf entirely from those
which is the normal circumstances of
cities of the East, if we view the matter geo- you have served no one misunderstands you
OUR NORMAL SCHOOLS
The passage of the bill lixing Novem- ever,
the
jnoneers who have made this country
you have declared yourself.
graphically. In a categorical sense, the dico
ber Gth, next, as., the time for holding the
But to 'pretend to obey, and yet carry itv
great.
in
centered
hands
those
the
ot
has
election on the liquor prohibition amendment
At this time when quite a number of in- - tatorship
An even worse feature is the fact that the
heart the spirit of revolt, is to do halfin
deal
the
securities
of
fixed
who
to
your
which was adopted some time ago, completes
profess
commissioner has permitted many second en- individtials have concluded that it is popular
estabhas
been
which
hearted,
That
slipshod work.
enterprises.
long
the Republican legislative program on that tries
over the first settler by later arrivals and in style to take a rap or two at the state lished resists the
If
revolt and obedience are equal, your
which
of
that
of
development
the
fulfills
the
and
pledge
party who were provided with the blank forms educational institutions a little information as
subject
is now only an aspiration.
Fixed capital fears engine will stop on tbe center and yon benefit
made to the voters of the state in the plationn
which he is willing to accept, and has thus to their growth and the work they are doing innovation, epoch-makin- g
invention
and revo- nobody,. not even yourself.
of the recent campaign.
laid the foundations for hundreds of' long is timely.
The spirit of obedience is the controlOnly, such change as rediscovery.
lutionary
The bill which fixes the time for the and
The Normal University at Las Vegas
contests.
expensive
legal
the
established
accretion
natural
a
impulse of the receptive mind and the
to
ling
amendthe
presents
to
election was not necessary
place
There is no excuse whatever for the action Kns increased its attendance until last year plant
t
the welcome of the plaqtowner. hospitable heart.
ment be i ore the voters, as under the constitu- of
enjys
the commissioner of the General Land Of- its summer school was attended by 757 stuboats
are
There
that mind the helm and
the
entrenched
truth
that
emphasizes
History
tion it would have been submitted at the next fice.
The government printing office at dents. This record was exceeded by only four- power, whether of a political, military or boats that do not. Those that don't get holes
the
But
in
November
1918.
election,
general
Washington could have turned out enough teen Normal schools in the nation, although economic nature, resents any influence which knocked in them sooner or later.
mi
states which have a larg- disturbs its
blanks to have
located all the vacant there are fourtv-fot- ir
To keep off the rocks, obey the rudder.
.
.
.
gradual crystallization. "Blue-sk- y and prowere perfectly willing to go
.
m
land
the west in six hours.
It has done er population than New Mexico. For the ism is one 01 the mam testations ot this re.
.
. .1
.
One who does not know how to receive
'. ui ...... ,J.-..ir.vua luusmu
rule inai ine c.u aoi uiiuuy.
n less time. An abundant supply "resent full year's course of nine months there
in the modern financial orders is not fitted to issue thenu
But he
sentment,
appearing
tional machinery, by means of which the vote- - larger jobs
q and of these more thin
could have been in every land office and in is an enrollment of
world, where the entrenched power takes the who knows how to execute orders is preparl
are studying to become teachers. No
.
.
..
, .,' ..
ie same . mail which carried the comes of t ip
form, chiefly, of banking capital. Competi- ing the way to give them, and better still to
2 :iu: year in advance of tiie time at wmcn .
,
, ,
other Normal school in the country with as tion
iiimi
uiw
ciuu
and
several
ueiore
uLiiun.s,
uays
for the control over the savings of the have them obeyed.
so.
otherwise
to
do
were
permitted
they
attendance is onerated on as small a
the applicants began to arrive in any large lar-over the investment of surplus incomes,
submission
people,
this
The passage of
special
maintenance as the Normal University at Las has
numbers.
d
movement for
PURELY PARTISAN CONTROL
inspired that
bill tonk place after the meeting of the ReIt is simply another class of bungling mis- Vegas.
"blue-sky- "
which now
legislation
o
publican State Central Committee, county
The school has less floor space for all seems to be playing out because of the fundamanagement on the part of officials who haThe President has sent to the Senate the
chairmen, and prominent Republicans from
in
time
their
making the way ""rnosps t'Ti anv ot'er normal school with mental weakness that it is contrary to the A- - nomination of Raymond T. Baker of Reno,
all parts of the state, and its adoption was bitually spend
of the settler and developer of the west dif like attendance, and less than mDst cfther merican sense of
personal freedom. The latest Nevada, to be director of the mint, to succeed
affected to some extent by the very definite
ficult, ex)ensive and discouraging. Instead tate s honl in this state,
"blue-sky- "
law to attract notice to itself is F. J. von
and general declaration made by all speakers of
But the
Engelken of Florida.
the people the general land office in
The buildings in use bv this school cost that of South Dakota, which has been pro- latter has not resigned nor has he been reand endorsed by all other participants in thaf tinsserving
case, as m many others, has imposed an
fofi.ooo.oo. Their estimated value nounced unconstitutional by a federal court moved. He has been slated to be
gathering, that the party meant just what immense, needless, and useless expense and tie
president
this time is between $r,o.ooo.oo and
of apjcals. Throughout the country the free- of tbe Farm Loan Bank to lie established at
it said in its platform and that that compact
who are in no way able pi
upon
people
inooo.no.
of
Thev
the people to invest their surplus
could not be duplicated at the dom
must be carried out in both letter and spirit.
Columbia, South Carolina; but the directors
to heart it.
nrescnt ro-- t of labor, for less than $00,000.00. comes without interference has been unjustly of the bank, who will
The prohibition amendment as it goes
nominally select the ofne Kecoru sees no excuse, eitner, tor
The test of the value and efficiency of our assailed by the apostles of "safety lirst" in fi- ficers, have not yet been appointed. There is
before (he ieople ri'iH'c-eiit- s
'purely and com- the stubborn and
refusal
of the com liormr ts is wfiether or rot thev are
arbitrary
doiw t"e nance. The assault has not been inspired by a doctrine of natural science that two bodies
pletely the consensu.- - of Kepublkan opinion missioner to take the matter to
Congress,' work for which thev were created. There are patriotism or love of Immunity, but rather by cannot
and the parly is wiling to take full respon- ,,!,:..!. .......i.i ,.1.1.11,, - ...1:1.....
..'.ioccupy the same space at the same time;
11
the desire to concentrate
all investment so it will be interesting to noteho.w Messrs.
'
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who
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.been
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students
the!
at
c .1'
,
sibility for the measure. Several leniocratie ii'mi- ,r.
111
.mv.iwy menu, ii mi. juuiiei weie 0111-- 1 X'orm-i- l University
low
rates of interest, in securities Baker and von Engelken manage it at the mint
members of the legislature introduced more
during the past five years,
cialie
anil
official
that
by
......
,
presented
properly
c
,.f 11)1 III WUV Sill"
and
between
I so others who were which a large and highly organized fraternity office.
and
100
There is another circumstance also
IdUlt ill
L. .T FUIV Ul
Senator-elec- t
A. A. Jones was appealed to,
"investment bankers" hold for sale. No which provokes comment in the incident. The
before that time who are actually en-'tudents
'
.
.
nothing whatever to relieve the si
... uiV ieiwiin lint 'ie did
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ii
one need be surprised at this tendency toward rural credits act provides for the
in teaching in the state now
111
i
tu lie udiinjia
iiiuii
organization
to the commis- transmitting
tVa,,,,n
"bone-dry- "
The Normal School at Silver Citv had a financial absolutism, because it is historically of a dozen land banks throughout the country.
proposals. Some Republicans too, siuner the
and
which
corespondence
natural. Neither should the absolutists be of- It does not provide, so far as we
apcals
were sincerely in favor of a more radical a
ascertain,
and contemptu summer attendance last year of 407 and 400 fended if the
(were promptly, flippantly
developers of new sections of the that the officers of these banks are to be pickof
were
;hese
teachers.
in
tbe
Every county
ously turned down bv the commissioner's
land should revolt against them and insist up- ed out at
ctate was represented.
any hence the result, a ccrtnpromi.se some
Washington, but that they are to be
whereupon Mr. Jones informed the
on the original freedom of investment to which elected by the directors, who, in the first inor
thing which all legislation of importance,
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American citizens are entitled. There' are many stance, will be selected
uihirh m;tk'c cupi'mticr rhrnnvpc mnti
'
by the administration.
ami substantiated his statement by a copy of is ro6. at least 7s rer rent of whom are who
,'
t
as
men
think
which
prefer the new hazards and the broader The shipping board was supposed to enjoy a
different
.
must
.
..
they
y,
long
to become teachers. The total at,i.,e ass
S refl,saI t0 make
studying
t0
chances which belong to the undeveloped like freedom of choice in
if thev think at all.
selecting its chairtendance of the summer and winter schools
IO ailYUlMIL.
and tmestablished industries.
New man; but it speedily developed that
The result is that the measure to be voted
Secretary
So the matter is apparently closed with the is on, ai'd there is almost no duplication: country
mining ventures are among the chances McAdoo had picked out the man for the place
uxni represents the average sentiment of a
t
the pnniless settler must pay the been:'?? the 400 teachers who attended last
the investors of surplus incomes. and that a commissioner who would not O.
n
gi eater variety of prohibitionists,
arc nearly all engaged in teaching! sought by
bill, and then institute a two or Ihree year conWhen a movement in mines is in progress it K. the selection was at
advocates, ami people opposed to liquor pure- test to secure the
liberty to resign. So
right to make an entry n" his now.
is because the country is prosperous and a it is to be with tbe land banks.
ly for economic reasons, than any other mea- land, which
The Silver Citv Normal has graduated large part of the
entry may thereafter be
sure that could have been devised, and will
These institutions have been heralded by
aspire to participate
over 400 teachers and over 75 per cent of in the constructivepeople
work ot mme-makinnt.lu-itItienprp-etiand wpll-nni- rl
command
than
wider
therefore
im.ic ; tu
support
any
them subsequently tatip-hschool in this state is right and proper that the
of the peo- - government employ as being projected along
money
other when it comes to the test over its adop- LINDSEY HAS SOLID PARTY SUPPORT
,and a majority of them are still teaching.
pie should enter the field of pioneer ef.ort and
lines. Yet the selection o an
tion, or rejection.
o
Ihe exnense of graduating a teacher at1 help to erect the new empires of the West. administration favorite like von Engelken
If the amendment is adopted it will go ingives
For sometime the Republican leaders of Silver Citv is less than half what it is in some It is the
spirit of such people that resents the lie to all such protestations. The rural
to effect October ist, 1918, five weeks before this state have made
no attempt to deny that otner states and the maintenance in
I'
credits system, like all the other novel schemes
Mining American
the next general election.
serious differences existed between strong to attendance is less in both theseproportion
normals
hatched by this administration, will be made
Both parties were committed to the subfactions of the party; those differences being than in anv other western state.
A CARPET BAGGER
a
MERELY
mission of the amendment, and most of each
partisan incubator.
caused by misunderstandings, conflicting in60
Over
cent
the
of
per
teachers
0
the
same.
2.300
o
loyally supported
terests unavoidable in a state of such magni- of this state have studied
at one or the other
Neither party is committed to support its ficent distances and vast and varied natural
A. E. James, the party who is muck
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION UNDESIRED
of these normals. Such a record of practica
o
adoption before the people and since the deci resources, and a desire for office
raking the schools of New Mexico at the preupon the bility is without parallel.
sent time under the guise of representative
sion is to be made at a special election, at
The
the stock of the twelve
to
number
a
indiviof
of
subscriptions
large
part
aspiring
The criticism to the effect that these schools' ot the Ja. Fayers Association, can hardly Federal farm loan banks have closed. Nine
which there will be no candidates contesting duals.
These differences have worked toare not teaching college courses is redicnlous be said to be a citizen of the state and cer- million dollars was the total amount to be subfor office the question may be said to have
to bring some losses to the party in
and peevish. Certainly they are not. They tainly not in position to be in sympathy with scribed and the
been removed entirely from party politics and gether
the state elections,
public has taken
were not created .for that purpose, but to either the public schools or institutions of the The balance will be subscribed onlythe$130,000.
every voter may exercise his right, and voice
Regocern-men- t.
the
last
state committee of the
by
Tuesday
train teachers and they are succeeding in their state.
his sentiment on this great and important
The
Rural
Credits
in
announcBoard,
chaircall
a
its
publican
party, answering
by
work to an extent never anticipated by their
As evidence of this fact we are informed
question without having his party loyalty cal- man, met in this
ing the result of the offering of their securicity for the discussion of first
led in question.
This is exactly the situathat he has recently stated in the presence ties, intimates no disappointment that the peosponsors.
matters of great importance to the future of
The criticism that the attendance at all the 01 leading school mm 01 New Mexico that ple of the country have not
tion which the Republicans have been strivthe narty in this state. It was persistently
up the money
New ATexiro stnte institutions is lartrelv local h' would not send his children to the Santa for the farm, loan banks. put
ing for and which thev have accomplished.
On the contrary,
nublished by the official newspaper prevaricaThe Record docs not believe that a vio- tor of the state thaf new differences bad ari- is also peevish and would not be offered if I public schools: that hi daughter is now the board has discouraged public
participation
lent and acrimonious
campaign should be sen between members of the committee and the critics were informed on this subject. - 'tenrlinsr a private school and that his sons in the enterprise.
In Baltimore, for instance,
rertainlv the ereater
of the attendance is would be sent elsewhere when they are big where a branch bank is to be located, a finan
waged by either side in the coming contest ihe chairman, and that forced
changes would local and therein lies part
over this question. It does not for one min
the
cier suggested that the entire capital of the
great strenjrth and enough to attend school.
take place. The developments of tbe meetute accept the premise that the use of liquor
Mr. James is merely a carpet bagger in branch be underwritten by local investors, but
of
nu
"
"r
arrangement
having
n',van,af?
it
made
that
the
chairman
desired
plain
merous institutions located in widely senerat- - terested in drawing a salary from a state wide, the Board said
is in itself essentially bad, or a crime. But it ing
to resign, being led to believe that the new
nay. Public participation in
does believe that its abuse has lead to great
C
the financing of the banks implies, of course,
?,at.e th,at "!any CIt,zens semi public .association and making recomRepublican executive of the state desired Jcd stlons
and irreparable damage to many individuals
unite tnem into one and mendations which if heeded would cripple public participation in their management and
else at the head of the party. Also it!
7
and communities through a long jxriod of jsomone
m 01 everv office, improvement and institution in that is just what the framers of the rural
,,ul
was published that Bursum, a recognized
time.
11 n 111 an, fli
111
uic
IICCIH nine, un mis the state to the end of saving a few paltry credits law did not want. The administration
leader, wanted to be the state chairman, and
It l)elieves that the demand for the eliminuest ion it might be well for the critics to dollars.
of government in the United States in these
was dissatisfied with the present leadership.
nation of the saloon has been brought about
What New Mexico needs is construction days of the new freedom is to be classified as
As the meeting progressed it became cer- consider Harvard where 85 per cent of the
because the saloon has in most instances been tain
that the Republican executive did not student's homes are within fifty miles of isnd improvement. What Mr. James proposes a close corporation matter. None but "dean outlaw. Sunday laws have been passed, and
tbat institution, and Yale which draws more
stagnation and retrogression. Economy serving Democrats" are to be put in charge of
ask, or desire, a change of party leadership,
the saloon has cither openly, or clandestinely
than
from
cent
6t,
New
secures a dollar's worth of benefit for a public enterprises; and the people
hat
and
that
per
England
Bursum did not desire to be the state chairgenerally
violated them.
Minor, and habitual drunk- man, and discussions disclosed the fact that less than one high school graduate out of 10,- - dollar spent is what the people of New Mex are to be kept .in the dark about what is goard laws have been enacted and the saloon
000. west of New England, enters Harvard, iro want, not mizery which would withhold ing on.
many of the warring factions were not so vet these
has ignored them.
are considered great national educa the dollar and thereby stagnate progress and
laws have far anart as their
members believed and that
been adopted and the saloon has operated a
tional
institutions.
leave the rising generation in ignorance
A TIP FROM GERMANY
a policy of give and take would adjust all
blind tiger. For these reasons and for the
As
same
The
critics
our
schools
who
some
are
the
not
of
for
rap
enough
differences.
good
With one or two
further reason that the dispensing of liquor Republican
state schools because the attendance is local. Mr. Tames children,, of course he does not care
- The mast
cutting comment upon the miliexceptions
Republican
unimportant
every
is
the
saloon
an expensive luxury, tends to leader
we
whether
by
have
not.
or
inc
Decatise
"tarv
institute
any
say
tary unpreparedness of the United States does
or otherwise indicated :d"
they
Progressive
cause its excessive use, and entail an immense
But do the people of this state want the not come from the lips of
a strong desire to give, and it was not long M maws i.nj many siuuenis irom oiner states.
any partisan critic
economic waste of the time and money of
advice
does?
of a man who assumes such an atti of the administration in this country, but
What
if
it
Are
we
not
maintaining
until a complete understanding was had be?
its patrons, the Record will in common with
a high ranking official of the German Emtween some of the strongest men of the party a Mate inibheitv Bureau at nuhlie exnense tude We think not.
for
the
If the schools of New Mexico are not pire. He profess unconcern over the entry of
of
many other Republican newspapers and citi- who have been
more
citi
purpose
bringing
good
each other
misunderstanding
zens of this state, constituting we believe at
zens to the state? Are our cities and towns "ood enough
for Mr. James' children he the United States into war because, the war
for some years.
least two-thirof the party, use its best efnot
conducting some sixty chambers of com mould lose no time in moving to where they will be over before the United States is ready
It
the meeting that Govdeveloped
during
fort tMard the adoption of the proposed ernor
merce at great community expense for the pur- - are.
to begin hostilities. Yet there has been warnLindsey stood firmly upon the party
Tf Mr. Tames practice in
amendment and the elimination of this needjuggling fig- ing enough. Two years tand a half have
of last fall, and favored carrying nose of bnnrring good citizens to the state?
platform
less and useless institution.
out eaen and every promise, in this ne is Are anv of them bringing anv better citizens ures has elevated him to such high intelligence elapsed since Belgium was invaded and Aro
exactly in line with mnnv of tbfi ntJipr narfv than those who come to attend the Military that he knows more than all 'the members of mageddon began. More than a year ago the
Institute and then remain to become citizens N letn'slamre. the state officers and all the President preached the doctrine of
THE SETTLERS MUST PAY AND WAIT leader's who have been
falling
working for nearly
college presidents of the state, which attitude sparks throughout the West. Yet nothing
two months to have those promises redeemed of the state, which most of them do?
he assumes in his actions, his sreech and his has been done except to
n
Because the commissioner of the General m mil. the more conservative leaders came
try to authorize the
The refusal of Bernard Baker to serve writintrs. he is in dantrer of being draded taking over of munition plants, which are doLand Office failed to provide the proper ap- forward with willingness to meet the more
nd had better wran his sootless linen about ing something, to be
operated under the diplication blanks for entrymen who desired to progressive leaders, and from now on they as a member of the Shipping Board when
"im
and
clenart.
rection
otherwise
of
become
it
administration
McAdoo
of
the
for
land
may
under
will
work
Secretary
officials, who are
acre
the
homestead
640
apply
attemptTreasury
together for the betterment of the
law, and instead furnished them with forms party and upbuilding of the state. All these ed to dictate the affairs of the board, indi- - snoiied bv the nmes which emmate from his doing nothing. The sarcasm of the Germans
d.
which he will not now accept, or approve, the men ajrree that selfish interests and personal "tes that he is one man who ought to he a own muck raking.
is
,
0
'
o
people of the public land states have been for- - ambitions must not be permitted to interfere member of that body. Men who are willing
It is not clear whether thev have war
"Indians before the Senate plead for their
'Ced to make personal outlays which will in with the spread of Republicanism in the state w
as puppets in an rrrtportant public pofl
the aggregate amount to two or three million and establishment of a safe and progressive tion are unsuited for anv important trust No or peace in Mexico, but certainly, up to date, rights" Washington dispatch.. The experi
Joflar8.
really big man wouM consent to be a mere whatever it is, it is "without victory" for ment will be closely watched by those of us
itepuDiican administration.
who would also like to get ours.
The Santa Fe Land Office, jone has some
everybody concerned
From now on Republicans of this state; messenger for McAdoo.
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He was a famous man who had lost
himself through fear, but found
courage in an inspiring woman's love

pride. He bad been in love with Car
lotta and had tired of her. He was
emotions,
bringing her his warmed-ove- r
She remembered the bitterness of her
month's exile, and Its probuble cause.
Mux hud stood by her then. Well he
might, if be suspected the truth.
For Just a moment she had an illumi
nating flash of Wilson as he really was,
sellish and
Just a trifle
too carefully dressed, daring as to eye
HIS RETORT.
nnd speech, with a
She
daring, frunkly plcusure-lovlng- .
put her hands over her eyes.
The voices in the next room bad
risen above their whisper.
"Genius has privileges, of course,1
said the older voice.
"lie is a very
great surgeon. Tomorrow he Is to do
the Kdwardes operation again. I am
glad I am to see him do it."
Sidney still held her hands over her
eyes. He was a great surgeon: in his
hands he held the keys of life and
And perhaps he had never
death.
cared for Carlotta: she might huve
thrown herself at him. He was a man,
at tlie mercy of any scheming woman
She tried to summon his image to
her uld. But a curious thing happened.
She could not visualize him. Instead,
there came, clear und distiuct, a pic
V
I
ture of K. Le Moyne In the hull of the
little house, reaching one of his long
Miss Bilyuns Don't be so cut up
linns to the chandelier over his head about It. I'm not the first woman
and looking up ut her as she stood on
you've ever loved, nnd I dure say I'm
tlie stairs.
not likely to be the Inst one.
Mr. Kuttlng No; but you're the
CHAPTER XIX.
richest.

MSG

t,

Rinehart
Mary Roberts
tells the story
SIDNEY LEARNS SOME VERY PAINFUL

curefully-culculate-

to request to huve Sidney In the operating room. He wanted her with him,
and he wanted her to see him at work :
the age-ol- d
Instinct of the mule to have
his woman see him at Ills best.

TRUTHS AND FEAR

ENTERS DOCTOR MAX'S SOUL

d

.

TREES THAT BORE APPLES.
A Woshlngton mun,

while visiting
a friend's place in Virginia, became
much interested In his experiments in
fruit culture.
One duy the visitor wns making the
rounds of the place, being In charge
of the friend's young daughter of ten,
who acted as guide,
'This tree seems to be loaded with
apples," observed the Washlngtonlnn,
Indicating n particularly fine specimen.
"Yes, sir," assented the little girl;
"father says this Is a good year for
apples."
"I am glad to hear that," said the
visitor. "Are all your trees as full of
apples as this one?"
"No, sir," explained the girl, "only
the appie trees."

BUILDING OF ROAD CULVERTS
If Not Constructed of Good Material
They Will Have to Be Rebuilt In
Very Few Years.

If tho culverts are not built of good
material they will have to be rebuilt
The deepening and broadening of
in a few years, whatever the quality
A mysterious stranger, K. LoMoyno, takes n room nt the
Sidney's character hud been very noof the roads they are made to serve.
Page
In
ticeable
the
few
She
lust
months.
homo, presided over hy Sidney, her motliiT, Anna, and her Aunt HarDefective culverts vitiate one of the
lind
becomin
decision
without
gulned
riot, a fashionable dressmaker.
Through the Influence of Dr. Max
elementary principles of highway ecoas
to
had
see
learned
ing hurd;
things
Wilson, a lirilllant young surgeon smitten with her charm, Sidney
nomics, and the interests of the tax- they are, not through the rose mist of
becomes n hospital muse. K. loves her from a distance; so does
payers require that the annual cost of
early girlhood; und, far from being
erratic Joe Druniiiiimd, an old schoolmate. At the hospital Sidney
every part of the roads built for their
daunted, had developed a philosophy
makes the acquaintance of Cnrloitu Harrison, who has heen
use be reduced to the lowest possible
in
had
for
God
Its basis
that
his heuven
witli Doctor Max and who is Jealous of the Innocent newconsistent with efficiency. Man
figure
and all well with the world.
comer. Sidney's chum, Christine I.oronz, innrrlcs rainier Howe, a
it would be worse than folly
ifestly,
A
But
her new theory of acceptance
Born Diplomat
to build culverts of boards to take
.Voung society rake mid Ihey take rooms with the Pages.
Howe,
did
not comprehend everything. She
Canvasser Good morning, madam. care of roads
turns traitor to his luide. Ills nrin is liroken in a
accident
hundreds
that have
was in n state of wild revolt, for InI am Introducing a polish for cleaning or thousands of dollars cost
mid Johnny Itoscnl'cld, his chaiilleur. is fatally hurt. Sidney's mother
the mile and
sliver. It Is superior to anything now it would be none the less
stance, as to Johnny Bosenfeld, und
dies. Doctor Wilson discovers that I.eMoyne is a famous Doctor Kd- foolish, or
on the market and the price is ouly
more remotely but not less deeply conwardes, living Incognito
keeps the secret. Carlotta Harrison
50
cents
u box.
over
cerned
Grace
Irving.
a
In
the
poisons Johnny,
patient
hospital, and puts the hlame on SidBut her revolt was to be for herself
Mrs. Smart (sharply) Don't wnntlt,
ney. Christine, secretly admiring K., asks him to warn Sidney against.
too. On the day after her appointment
Canvasser Sorry to have troubled
Doctor Wilson, who, she thinks would prove untrue to the girl if he
mur- to
I'm
"But,
you
Sidney,
uskiug
This Funny World.
to the operating room, she had her
you, madam, but I thought perhaps the
married tier.
When this installment opens, K, Is trying to
me!"
ry
"Tla
a
I
do declare,
queer old world,
und when, after a restless
lady next door was mistaken.
explain to (Vlestine why lie can't interfere in Max and SidIn it contentment's rarely found;
"I I know thnt. I um asking you
Mrs. Smart Whut did she say?
night, she went to her new station, it
Women want men to be quite square
ney's affairs.
Max."
was to learn that Wilson had been something else,
Canvasser She said I need not
And men want women 'round.
"I
love
never
her."
have
been
with
In
called out of the city in consultation
waste my time calling here, as you
voice was sulky. He had drawn
His
and would not operate that day.
had no silver.
Facts and Figures.
CHAPTER XVII Continued.
'J lie
lamp was not lighted In hi U'llarn would take advantage of the Ihe cur close to u bunk, und they were
Mrs. Smart The Impudent thing
The old adage says," remarked the
14
in
on
tlie
It
the
grass.
shade,
room, hut tlie street light glowed free afternoon to run In some odds and sitting
a Give me half a dozen boxes.
nun
was tlie Sunday afternoon ufter Sid- miss with the quotation hublt, "that
"I think you can understand," said through ihe windows. Once again the ends of cases.
Is as good as a mile,"
K. rather wearily, "that if I cared less, waving fronds of the uilantlius tree
experience In the otioruting room,
The operating room made gauze tlia ney's
the chap who
HIS CHANCE.
"Yes,"
"You
took her out. Max, didn't you?" rends the rejoined
Christine, it would lie easier to inter- Hung ghostly shadows on the walls.
scientific Items in pntent
and small packets of tarn
morning,
"A
few times, yes. She seemed to medicine
fere."
There was a faint sweet odor of blos pons : absorbent cotton covered with
asalmanacs, "and with the
have no friends. I was sorry for her."
After all. Christine lind known this, soms, so .soon to become rank uud sterilized
sistance of a
gauze, und fastened togeth
parasol, she's as
"That was nil?"
or surmised it, for weeks. Hut It hurt heavy.
er twelve, by careful count, In euch
as 95,000,000 miles."
good
like a fresh stall In an old wound. It
"Absolutely. Good heavens, you've
"What's the answer?" queried the
bundle.
Culvert Built of Concrete.
me through a cutecliism in the lust
was K. who spoke again after a pause:
CHAPTER XVIII.
Miss Grnnge, who had been kind to put
party of the first part.
ten
"Tile deadly hard tiling, of course, Is
minutes!"
answered the scien
Sidney in her probation months, tuught
worse, to waste money in work of
"If my father were living, or even tific"Simply this,"
to sit hy and see tilings happening that
Sidney went Into the operating room her the method.
student. "After a ray of sunshine
this sort with the use of bad material.
I one of them would have
one- that one would naturally try to late In the spring as the result of n
mother,
hns traveled the distance mentioned
"Used instead of sponges," she ex- done this for
In building a culvert the road
me, Mux. I'm sorry I the combination aforesaid
luevent."
conversation between the younger Wil
a miss und
"If you noticed yesterday, had to. I've been
builder must observe three fundaplained.
wretched for a
"I don't helieve that you have al- son and the Head.
very
parasol Is uble to stop it seven feet
they were counted before nnd ufler several days."
mental requirements:
vt neu
are you going to put my each
ways lieen of those who only stand and
from earth."
1. The first requirement Is that the
operation. One of these missing
was
the
It
first
she
into
encouragement
said
the
Christine.
wail,"
"Sometime, K., protegee
operating room?' Is worse than a bunk clerk out a dol
must be so placed that it will
culvert
no
had
was
!m
There
him.
given
asked
know
me
Miss
coquetry
In
me
Her and like
whu you
Wilson, meeting
Gregg
Usual Thing.
lar nt tlie end of the day. There's no about her
drain across the road, and under the
aloofness. It was only that
lietter, I want you to tell me nlnuit it, a corridor one bright spring afternoon, closing up until it's found!"
Hollo, old chap: I hear
DeLong
road, of course, all the water that is
I hat
her faith In him hud had a shock and ou ure
will you?"
usually conies in the second
hunting for a rich wlfe7
Sidney eyed the suiull packet before was slow of
delivered to It by the side ditch along
reviving.
"There's very little to tell. I held year, Doctor Wilson."
Your henrlng is good.
her anxiously.
Shortleigh
the road. If this be not done, the
"You ure very, very lovely, Sidney.
He smiled down at lior. "That Isn't
a trust. When discovered that I
"What a hideous responsibility!"
DeLong Haven't bugged anything
earth along the road and about the
I wonder If you have uuy Idea what
was unlit to hold that trust any longer, a rule, Is II V"
et?
she said.
end of tlie culvert will be wet and
mean to me?"
.Mit exactly.
.Miss i'age is very
1 quit.
That's nil."
From that time on she handled the you
Shortleigh Nothing but my trous
soggy the most of the year and the
"You meant a great deal to me, too,"
His tone of finality closed the discus young, and of course there are other smull gauze sponges almost reverently,
ers.
culvert opening will require almost
she suid frankly, "until u few days ago.
isiil
lirlstlnc s eyes were on girls who have not yet had the expe
sion,
The operating room ull glass, white I
constant repairs. Repairing a highwere the greatest man
you
thought
lilm oflen that evening, puzzled, rather rleiice. But if you make the request
Too
Much
Him.
for
Ethel Tom won a hat betting with way culvert is
nnd shining nickel plate Hrst I had ever
relatively more ex
"1 am going to have some good cases enuinel,
known, and the best. And
sad.
What killed Green? He always papa, and pupa told him he could have
frightened, thou thrilled her. It wus then I think I'd better toll you what
similar work in a tgjvn
than
pensive
soon.
not
a
I'll
of
make
request,
talked
of
to
of
music
hooks,
looked healthy to me." "Ho tried
They
Grace If he'd cull It square.
as if, having loved a great actor, she
because of the waste of time of the
Christine played well in a dashing way. course; hut, If you see lit, It would be now trod the enchanted boards on I overheard. I didn't try to hear. It ve according to the rules for nttuin- Edward Is is your father homo to workmen in going to and from the
that
happened
way."
just
K. had drought her soft, tender little good training for Miss I'age."
ng longevity thnt a
which lie achieved his triumphs. She
night?
point at which the work must be done.
He listened doggedly to her nccount man
Miss Gregg went on, knowing perthings, anil had stood over her until
was glad that it was her afternoon off, of the
gave to n reporter on a Sunduy
In
placing the culvert care must also
his
and
next
Doc
at
that
hospital
doggedly
gossip,
fectly
operation
lier noisy touch became gentle. She
His Colors.
and that she would not see some lesser with n
newspaper." Life.
be
taken that it will not be choked
sense
of
not
Wilson
of
would
tor
the
fear,
sinking
expect
liini
Sidney Page stur O'Hura, to wit usurping his
a little, while he sat
When the audience baited the speaker
lilayed for
brush and leaves, and this duty
of
by
but
Carlotta
in
herself.
tlie
room.
Tlie
doc
talk,
other
He
Usually
operating
in
the dig chair with his hand
quite patriotic Brew,
!ack
Mux hud not sent her any
They're Used to It
must be discharged by the road superHis face got red, and then turned whit
one might count on the woman's si
tors were not so exigent. She would place. But
Hcreeiiing his eyes.
these
don't
understand
how
word. That hurt.
"I
And the atmosphere wus blue.
visor, and will be, if he Is worth bis
have all the stuff old and
lence, her Instinct for
omen show such perseverance nnd
When, at last, lie rose and picked have liked to
The operating room was a hive of But Carlotta was different.
suit.
settled, like Doctor O'Haru or the old
Hang the endurance nt
up Ids cap, it was nine o'clock.
to
Please.
Hard
and
duty."
picket
tongues kept pace with girl, anyhow! She had known from
2. The second and very Important
Wilson. These young men came in industry,
"I've taken your whole evening," lie er
"Are you aware that the United requirement in tlie building of a cul
"Maybe you don't son, but every
lingers. What news of the world came the start that the affair was a tem
and tore things up.
Hit id remorsefully.
man
married
don't
does."
sum
In
a
Stntes
you
"Why
government spends
large
through the great doors was trans porary one; he had never pretended
vert is thnt its ends must be protected
Sidney went into the operating room lated
tell me I am a nuisance and send me
nt once Into hospitul terms,
every year on its weuther bureau?"
that afternoon.
For her blue uni
by some kind of a wall or facing caranything else.
off'"
The
What the city forgot the hospital re
"No," replied the confirmed pessi
Explanation.
ried down to a firm foundation.
If
There wus silence for a moment af
Christine was still at the piano, her form, kerchief, and cap she exchanged membered. It took up life where the
Whore did Van Scadds get all his mist, "but regardless of whether the this be
ter Sidney llnislted. Then:
done, it will be found that the
operating-roogarb: long town left it nt its
wns
He
as
a
hands on the keys. She spoke with- the hideous
church
money?
amount is great or small, the sort of end of the culvert will not be underpoor
gates, and carried
straight white gown with short sleeves It on or saw
mouse when he came to this town ten weather we get is not worth the cut
out looking at him :
It ended, ns the case might
moli cap,
from many
by the wuter and will not be
"You're never a nuisance, K., and " and
years ago."
money."
Do you think that K. ought
But the ugly costume he. So these young women knew the
sterilizations.
broken, frost will not injure it, the
in
ather
lone caught his
"Yes, he was poor, but not honest."
Something
to swallow his personal feelings
seemed to emphasize her beauty, as the ending of muny stories, the beginning
surrounding or superincumbent earth
tention.
How Long?
will not slide down Into the ditch in
of n rum often brings out tlie of some; but of none did they know
habit
and
tell
the
truth
Sidney
exactly
to
"I forgot
tell you," she went on.
In an Unexpected Quarter.
both the first and lust, the beginning
"Mother," said Freddie as he laid front of the opening, and, with the
of her face.
salntliness
about
Wilson?
she
think
Would
placid
"Father has given Palmer live thou"Do you think pence suggestions
down a paper telling of the success of further necessary work of keeping the
him caddish and hate him If he
The relationship between Sidney nnd and the end.
sand dollars, lie's going to buy a Max hail
nny pructlcnl influence?"
the French army, "how long would a feeding ditches clear, the culvert will
By many small kindnesses Sidney
octo
reached
do
tried
so?
that
that
point
share In a business."
"Sometimes," replied Senator Sor- fellow have to study to become a be able to take care of all the water
In all relationships between men had made herself populur. And there
curs
"That's line."
ghum, thoughtfully, "more than is de- Frenchman, If he hud a lot of talent?" alongside the road.
and women : when things must either was more to it than that. She never
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
sirable In the stock market,"
"I'ossibly. I don't believe much In go forward or go back,
shirked. The other girls hud the reYouth's Companion.
re3. The third requirement Is that the
but
cannot
I'lilmer's business ventures."
are. The condition had spect for her of one honest worker
as
main
culvert must be made so strong that
they
GRAVESTONES
Her Hat tone still held him. UnderTO
USE
PUT
an
for
another.
Knew
The
Foe.
Optimist.
His
Seeing
existed for the last three mouths. It
episode that hud
It will not become broken and so tight
neath it he divined strain and repres"I haven't seen you for a day or
caused her suspension seemed entirely
"Ton didn't tell me. Bobble, you that it will not leak. These ends can
exasperated the man.
sion.
Instances
Mrs.
said
Johnson.
Known
Where
Many
a
two,"
knew
were
in
"No, sir; I
Frugal
fight."
As a matter of fact, Wilson could not forgotten. They showed her carefully
be reached by building the culvert of
"i 'sii, ic go and leave you alone," go ahead. The situation
New Englanders Have Utilized
"No," replied Mrs. Brown, "I have you'd hear about it from that boy's masonry, concrete or of good piping.
with Carlotta what she was to do; and, because she
tld r.l h st from the door. "Have
in
Them
been
to
an
to
Various
must
have
know the "why" of everything,
busy going
father. That's the kind of a boy be The material to be used must be deWays.
optimist
had become tense, irritating. He felt
you in y idea when 1'alnier will be
Is." Life.
eyeglasses fitted."
they explained as best they could.
termined by the relative cost of the
back?"
The
It was while she was standing by the
Waterbury Amerlcnn moralizes
at the locality
several materials
"Not the slightest. K will you come
on
the
fact
In
thnt
ANSWERS THE PURPOSE.
England some roads
great sterilizer that she heard, through
Following Precedent
where the culvert Is to be built and
here n moment? Stand behind mo; I
are
old
an open door, part of a conversation
paved with
"Where is that cuff I had on yestergravestones, token
by the distance from the top of the
lon't want to see you, und I want to
'
that sent her through the duy with from graves of forgotten generations,
poet culvert to the surface of the road.
day?" asked the
tell you something."
nnd
crushed for use on the highways.
her world in revolt.
"I sent it to the laundry," said his
lie did as she dude him, rather
The tulkers were putting the an It seems a brutal thing to do and yet
wife. "Gracious, woman, I had a poem
written on it 1" "Oh, it will come back. REDUCE EXPENSE OF HAULING
esthetizing rpom in reudiuess for the one need not go overseas to learn of
"I lore I am."
nfternoon.
You know your poems always do."
for the like utilitarian uses of these memoSidney,
waiting
"I think I am n fool for saying this.
time to open the sterilizer, wus busy for rials. Almost 100 years ago Guilford
Youkers Statesman.
Improved Roads Put Farmer In Posi
'
J'erhups I am spoiling the only chance
the lirst time in her hurried morning, turned Its old graveyard Into a village
tion Where He Can Go to Market
1 have to get any happiness out of life.
with her own thoughts. Because she green nnd muny tombstones became
Defining Scandal.
Every Day in Year,
I
was
anil
Hut
terribly unhappy, K.,
wus very human,
there was a derelicts nt once. Frugal representa"Father, what 'is scandal?" "Scan
then you came into my life, and I
little exultation In her mind. What tives of old families took home the
Is
which
peodal, my son,
something
costs
road building
Permanent
now I listen for your step in the hall.
would
those girls say when thev stones nnd used them In constructing
ple do, thinking they will not get money, and It Is well to look at the
I can't be a hypocrite any longer, K."
earned of how things stood between
pavement from the front door to
about
talked
by
caught, nnd which is
side of the proposition. True,
When lie stood behind her. silent and
her and their hero. Not shameful. the horse block. Muny stones were
other people, who would do the same the beneficial effects upon the soeial
not moving, she turned slowly about
his: the honest pride of a woman in used In paving the cellars of local
thing if they were not nfraid they and educational standards of the comand faced him. lie towered there in
churches nnd tlie eaves of one church
being chosen from many.
would get caught." Judge.
munity are not always susceptible of
the little room, grave eyes on hers,
still drip upon a row of gravestones
The voices were very clear.
exact calculation, but they are certain
"It's n long time since I have had a
laid
for
thnt
"She's eating her heart out."
purpose.
Tempora Mutant
to come; and since a permanent road
woman friend, Christine," he .said
Later instances might be cited from
"Do you think he has reully broken
Mr. Goodleigh "Her age really sur- costs
money, we must know there is to
"Your friendship has meant a
more
one
than
In
with her?"
the state
community
prised me; she doesn't look twenty- be a profit from somewhere to offset
Rood deal. In a good many ways, I'd
a
doubt and a Courant man
"Probably not. She knows it's com- beyond
eight, does she?" Miss Snappe "Not the cost. Something for nothing has
not care to look ahead if It were not
hns knowledge of at least one frugal
ing; that's ull."
now, but I suppose she did once."
never yet been found.
.so
our
l
value
soul
lor you.
who, having bought a farm which
"Sometimes I have wondered "
iriemislilp
Candle.
Profits from a permanent road come
much that I "
"So have others. She oughtn't to Included a private graveyard, tore up
to the farmer in the reduction of haulMrs. Flatte Is your milk pasteur
"That you don't want to spoil It,"
be here, of course. But among so many the gravestones and used them as
His Enjoyable Trip.
costs. It puts him in a position
Mhe finished for liini.
"I know you
there Is bound to be one now aud then flooring In a new creamery. Possibly ized?
"Have a big time on your trip to ing
don't care for me, K not the way I
who who isn't quite "
Mr. Grassneck
(his sort of thing would not happen
Not the milk, New York?" "Oh, yes; I invited a where he can get to market every day
Hut I wanted you to know. It doesn't
She hesitated, at a loss for a word. outside New England, for the man ma'am. But one o' the cows Is pas- - native New Yorker to go out and see in the year, and where he can haul two
loads at one trip instead of having to
hurt a good man to know such a
n
"Did you did you ever think over who would utilize a second-hangraveturized out In that clearln'. The
his town and he seemed delighted with
make two trips to haul one load.
tiling. And it isn't going to stop your
Times-Uniothnt trouble with Miss Page about the stone must have bad a long training
is stall-fed- .
Florida
It"
oniiing here, is it?"
medicines?
That would have been In economy or else a thorough one In
Paved Country Roads.
"Of course not," said K. heartily.
the modern science of efficiency and
Most Insulting.
easy, nnd like her."
Not Qualified.
"Hut tomorrow, when wo are doth
Many country roads are paved with
"She hates Miss Page, of course, but the prevention of waste. Hartford
'So you proposed to Miss Peacher?"
aw have a deslah to aw go
"I
we will talk tdis over.
I hardly think
If that's true, it was Courant
"Yes. And she treated me like a on the stage, doncher know," said the good intentions, but for the most part
You uro mistaken admit this tiling,
with lumps of sod, stone, ruts and
murder."
nearly
Cawn t you aw
callow youth.
dog."
rubbish.
Christine; I am sure of that. Tilings
Somewhere East of Suez.
There were two voices, a young one,
"Indeed ! What did she do?"
foh me?"
a
make
place
have not been going well, and just
Hotel life is bad enough anywhere,
full of soft southern Inflections, and an
"When I flopped down on my knees
can't
old
I
you,
chap,
"Sorry
oblige
"I
Be
Can't
a
I am always around, and all that
Good Only in Pedigree.
Hypocrite Any Longer, older voice, a trifle hard, as from disil but it is worst in the Orient You hear she
snapped her fingers and said: replied the theatrical manager, "but
K."
Too many sires are good only in
sort of tiling, you think things that
d
lusion.
the mother of a
our
most
too
sir!'"
of
I'm
is
'Up,
afraid
girl
scenery
aren't really so. I'm only u reaction, that she stood
pedigree. A good grade is better than
They were working as they talked. tell her to "run away while mother
ready to block any move
heavy for you to handle."
a poor purebred.
Christine."
His Confession.
he made. He would not go back, and Sidney could hear the clatter of bot- smokes," or tell her husband that she
He tried to make her Rniile up at he dared not
tles on the tray, the scraping of a "will have a whisky and soda and the
Man Is Miss Browning In?
On the Strict Q. T.
forward.
Young
go
But just then she could not
him.
Hen Outdoors In Winter.
little girl can have a small one, as the
The Maid Yes, sir ; but she Is enIf Sidney was puzzled, she kept it moved table.
Htx What business are you en- smile.
The ben can spend little of the
"He was crazy about her last fall."
weather is hot" Such things happen gaged.
to herself. In ber little room
In
at
bravely
present?
gaged
season In the open air and a
If she had cried, things might have at
"Miss Page?" (The younger voice. In America, but they are not the norYoung Man Oh, that's all right Tm
Dix Oh, I'm a silent partner In a
night, with the door carefully
been different for everyone; for per
constructed house is necessary.
with a thrill in It)
mal thing, as they are In these poly what she's engaged to.
she
to
tried
think
locked,
dumb
out
deaf
and
things
asylum.
haps K. would have taken her In his There were a few treasures that she
"Carlotta. Of course this is confi glot trade ports. The commercial class
arms. He was
Two Streams of Milk.
enough, looked over regularly: a dried flower dential."
accuse the missionaries of being too
Can You Beat It?
Distressing.
those days, for anything. And per- from the Christmas
A change to the right dairy ration
exclusive and the missionaries assert
"Here's a
Surely."
roses ; a label that
account of a
conHow
does
Barnett
the
village
and proper care may make "two
haps, too, being intuitive, Christine he had pasted playfully on the back
I saw ber with him in his car one they are not going to run a fancy bar chorus girl's privation."
stable manage to collect so many anto streams
But she had no mind to of her hand one
felt this.
of milk flow where but one
evening. And on her vacation last to attract their compatriots so there
"Lives In a hall bedroom, I suppose, fines for exceeding the speed limit t
the
after
of
rush
day
force him Into a situation against his
flowed before."
are
was over and which summer "
doesn't get enough to eat?"
you
and
surgical
You
dressings
won't give the scheme
Tinker
will.
The voices dropped to a whisper.
said: "R, Take once and forever."
"Oh, no. It seems she's, the only girl away if I put you next?
"It is because yon are good," she
Breeding Dairy Heifer.
A Sad Experience.
There was another piece, of paper Sidney, standing cold and white by the
In
the
who
a
own
doesn't
company
Barnett Of course not
A
aid, and held out ber band.
heifer should not be bred
over which Sidney spent much time. sterilizer, put out a hand to steady
Bill Don't yon believe there Is a limousine."
Tinker Well, he got busy one night beforedairy
she Is' two years old. Do not
It was a page torn out of an order herself. So that was It I No wonder time for everything?
and set the mile posts at every half
Le Moyne took It and bent over and
Impose motherhood too early upon a
She. was
JiU Surely; but I've discovered
' Just the Thing.
book, and it read:
"Sigsbee may Carlotta had hated her.
mile.
kissed It lightly. There was In the have
,
heifer,
Customer Oot any books with com
diet:
Rosenfeld massage." steady enough In a moment, cool and that the time to ask a father for his
light
renot
all
he
could
that
Jrtss
say of
hand in marriage is ic pictures in something that will
Underneath was written, very. small) calm, moving about her work with
only
daughter's
Verily.
Yea,
affection
and understanding.
Care of Milk.
spect, of
d
hands and
You are the most beautiful persol to
eyes. not Just after he has been In the kitch- amuse a
Teacher What does eight quarts of
boy?
"Good-nigh- t,
Milk should be. removed from the
;
Christine," be said, and the world.
To a sort of physical nausea was suc- en kicking the everlasting daylight 901
Bookseller
Here's
Sura,
the
.
thing.
represent?
apples
green.
Two reasons bad prompted Wilson ceeding anger, a blind
stable Immediately after milking.
wot lflU the ball and upstairs.
; ..
,
fury of Injured of the cat,
latest magazine of styles for women.
"
Bright Pupil A peck of. trouble.
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KITCHEN

as tbelr expression Is restrained, there
was no positive effort to cultivate
TODAY'S
H8i';vv
friendly or reverent emotions. The result of this policy shows Itself too frequently In Indifference, In hypocrisy
kind of "explosion." RunAND GIRLS and In somefrom
home is an explosion
ning away
of this kind, being In a large proportion of cases set off by an emotional
for which the child had
When Impudence Is Disrespect disturbance
no suitable
means of expression.
Where the steam cannot be let off
and When Frankness.
something is. likely to break loose vioTat ere we part one lesson I can leave
lently.
you for every day,
Of course we do not wish our chilBOTH CALL FOR RESTRAINT
Be Rood. Do noble tilings, not dream
dren to have "bad emotions." But bethem all day long
And mo make life, death and that vast
yond the point where they can be safeforever
we
It
Is
know
better that
What Kind and How Much Are the ly suppressed
One grand, sweet song.
Just what the children feel. OccasionKlngaley.
Real Consideration
That Mutt
al expressions of 111 will or of IrreverBe Studied by the Wise
ence may be taken as the occasion for
HELPS FOR HOUSEWIFE.
Parent
a clarlng up the moral atmosphere.
Talking a situation over with the child
Common baking soda mixed to a
'
will often bring to the surface lingerBy SIDONIE M. GRUENBERG.
with water and kept moist, will
posts
old
does not need to be very
ing shreds of spite or bitterness. These
relieve the pain of
ONE tecall
chilthe duys when all
gnnwlng and growing usually only
8 burn' Croton o11'
and respectful where the children are fairly free to
dren were
to their elders. And those of us who
are too young to remember the good
n
o an.
old dnys con. get from European visiUmewater
kind
and
tors the assurance that American chilPlln
v Wll wiu r11(-'vdren are, on the whole, altogether too
and avoid bllster- free In their speech. Indeed, our visitors from abroad are more frequently
A lump of camshocked by the "Impudence" of our
phor placed in the silver chest will
children than they are Impressed by
keep the silver from tarnishing.
the height of our buildings.
Soap applied to leaking gas Jets or
chilmust
our
be
admitted
thnt
It
rubbed on bureau drawers which stick,
reour
are
dren
rnther outspoken. In
will remedy the dilllculty.
action against the crushing restraints
Ink stains sonked In milk If applied
of purltanism, we have no doubt gone
at once will remove the stuln quickly.
too far. And In rejecting the old standAfter washing blankets and when
ards of human nnd child conduct we
dry, beat with a carpet beuter to rulso
have too frequently failed to establish
the imp und make the wool soft and
definite standards of our own. Hut we
light as a new blanket.
are not compelled to choose between
New tinware if rubbed with lard
disrespect and lawlessness on the one Children Unconsciously Imitate the
and then heated will not rust nnd adds
hand, and repression and hypocrisy on
Tones and Expressions That They to Its
the other. Children must have freedurability.
Hear at Home.
To cut butter for measuring from a
dom, but they can and should be tnught
to speak In a more respectful and give expression to their feelings, re- pound carton, wrap the bludo of the
strained only by what they' leurn of knife with the wnxed paper thnt wraps
mnnnerly fashion.
A grent denl of what older people genuine respect nnd courtesy.
It, lay the butter on a flat surface and
resent as "Impudence" Is really not ofIn many cases what appears as dis- It will cut without broken edges.
fensive In spirit, but when the shock- respect or worse Is merely an IndicaIluve small pieces of cloth fastened
ing word Is spoken It Is not always ac- tion of Ignorance or crudeness. This to a safety pin placed on the outside
own
companied by Its
explanation. It was Illustrated by n little boy of four, of a piece bag, then at a glance one
Is necessary for older people to under- whose violent Jumping on a rickety may sec the contents, without looking
stand what goes on In the child's mind, stair was Interrupted by his cautious through the whole bag.
instead of waiting for the child to grandmother. When the old lady's back
To remove stains or scorched places
make the explanation. There are three was turned the child whispered to his from linen
dampen with peroxide and
common sources of "Impudence" that Jirother, "Don't you wish sho was
place in the sun.
we can learn to understand and to dead?" This was a scandalous thing
To
the
nnd fingers
trent. Children unconsciously Imitate to henr, and under other circum- when protect withhands
shears or knife
cutting
the tones and expressions that they stances a child saying anything like wrap tho
plaster
hear at home or among their associ- that would have been mercilessly which willfinger withit adhesive
from little cuts
ates. Jf a child Is often scolded and chastised. But In this case, as In and blisters. protect
reproved In coarse) terms, we should many others, there was neither malice
To remove a tight ring, wrnp the
not expect him to use gentle and re- In the child's feelings nor understandfined speech In situations that call ing his mind. In nil good faith he finger with cord beginning at the end
forth his critical and resentful spirit. wished the disturbing grandmother be- and winding closely down to the ring,
We are outraged on hearing a young yond good and evil. A child needs in slip tho end under the ring with a tooth
miss say to her father: "You were it case of this kind not reproof or pun- pick, and as the string Is removed the
comes with it, If done carefully.
crazy to go out without your umbre- ishment, but enlightenment. He must ring
A most delicious frosting for a cake
lla; you might have seen It would learn the remoter meanings nnd Imrain." But It does not take us long to plications of the words, he uses, nnd to be made in an emergency is this:
find out that the child is using the he must learn to speak discriminate. Use confectioner's sugar nnd crushed
friendly nnd conventional language of
Whether the undesirable modes of (Strawberries, fresh or canned or any
other fruit liked. It keeps better than
expression that we commonly call Im- many
frostings and is especially well
of
results
the
are
imitating
pudence
bad models, or the results of unre- flavored.
strained freedom of expression, our
To kind and Just and grateful hearts
remedies are not to be sought In enThe present grace Is given
to
us
well
for
is
It
silence.
forced
To nnd a heaven In. themselves,
And themselves In heaven.
of
And
sources
the
know first of all what
the impudence are, and then denl with
SEASONABLE DISHES.
these. We cannot always regulate In
advance the language and manners of
When a small amount of meat Is
the associates of our children, but we
can do a great deal to make the home left from dinner a mentple will use
the
making a
Impressions what they ought to be.
most palatable dish.
And it is better for as to know Just
Veal and Ham Pic-T- ake
what the children think nnd feel and
half a pound each
Improve their thoughts and feelings
of cooked veal and ham,
than to foster hatred nnd hypocrisy
cut in small pieces; add
under the cloak of decorum.
two cupfuls of cooked
one small,
macaroni,
"Lambamena."
chopped onion, one
One of the oldest native Madagascar
of
chopped
The Days When All Children Were industries Is the curing nnd manufacparsley, two hard cooked
Well Behaved.
turing of silk Into what Is called
eggs, chopped tine. Mix
"lambamena ;" "lambn" In Mnlagasy
ber own home. There Is no question means dress, shroud, or clothing, nnd well nnd season with suit and pepper ;
of disrespect or insolence. We learn "mono" means red. "Lambamenn" Is add a half a cupful of veal gravy und
that the girl does not mean to be of- made from a heavy gray native silk four tablespoonfuls of butter. Line a
fensive. Hut It Is clear that she can- principally In the Iletslleo country, In dish with pastry, fill with the mixture
not cultlvute reverence while she con- the southern part of. the central nnd cover with pnstry. Bake in a
tinues to speak In this manner to her pluteau. This material was originally medium hot oven and serve with slices
parents. What Is at first but an Inele- used for wrapping the bodies of promi- of lemon.
Braised Tongue. rut n fresh tongue
gant use of language comes In time to nent nntives for burial. The more
be an unwholesome attitude toward celebrated or wealthy the deceased or in a kettle, cover with boiling water
other people. There are two things his relatives were, the more lamba- nnd cook slowly two hours. Remove
we may do In such a case. We may mena was used, but this custom Is be- the tongue and take off the skin and
roots. Place In n deep pan nnd sureither establish the rule that the child ing gradually discontinued.
round with a third of a cupful each
must use only certain kinds of expresCall for Silence.
of carrot, onion nnd celery, cut In
sions nnd tones In addressing older
Jack, Who was expecting some of dice ; odd a sprig of pnrsley, then pour
people, and must avoid others. This
would Insure the preservation of the his little friends for his fourth birth- over four cupfuls of the sauce. Cover
outward forms. Or we mny furnish day party, was told by his mother to closely and bnke two hours, turning
the child with the models that we piny quietly, so as not to wake his little after the first hour. Serve on n platshould not fear to have copied. We sister. He was proud that he could ter with the following snuce strained
must decide for ourselves which meth- entertain his friends, so when the boys over It.
Brown Sauce for Tongue. Brown a
od we are to prefer: the arbitrary sep- came Jack Immediately greeted them
aration of the child's notion of conduct by saying: "We can have all the fun fourth of a cupful of butter, add
of a cupful of flour and stir
Into that which Is to be permitted to In the world, but everybody please tnlk
elders but forbidden to children, and on their tiptoes, so ns not to wake sis- until well mixed. Add four cupfuls
of tho stock In which the tongue wns
that which Is permitted to all, or the ter."
cooked. Season well with salt and
cultivation of a wholesome atmosphere
No Cause for Worry.
of conslderatencss and respect for othpepper. A cupful of tomatoes may
Mr. be added In place of a cupful of the
ers.
Mrs. Flnthush
"Oh, dear!"
When the offensive word or grimace Flatbush "What's wrong now?" "Oh, stock If desired.
Is the genuine expression of a hateful I read today that If the earth were to
Dietetic Brown Bread. Take one
mood, we have a different problem, revolve seventeen times faster than and a half cupfuls of graham flour,
f
f
tinder the older Ideas of bringing lip It does, bodies at the equator would
cupful of bran,
children the chief emphasis was laid lose their weight and remain stationof salt a teaspoonful of soda,
on repressing the outward manifesta- ary In the air without support." "Don't a half cupful of molasses and one and
tions of the objectionable feelings. worry, dear; If we ever get there I'll a quarter cupfuls of hot water. Steam
Now, while it Is true that to a certain support you Just the same." Tonkers In baking powder cans two hours, then
extent the feelings can be smothered Statesman.
dry In the oven.
Peach Tea Cake. Cream two
of butter, add a half cupful
a
aunt
DEVOTED
TO
HIS
NECKTIE the selections made by worthy
f
one egg,
of
cupful of
sugar,
a
It
at a reduction sale, and let enjoy
of
two
powbaking
teaspoonfuls
milk,
it
old age. Somehow eventually
Strange How Neckwear Will Weave quiet
der and two cupfuls of sifted flour.
disappears. We do not know how.
Itself About the Tenderest Parts
Spread In a large shallow pan nnd
Perhaps a careless maid drops It In a cover
of a Man's Heart.
with sliced peaches, add a few
t,
or a plotting wife makes
kernels, a sprinkling of sugar and cinlike
most
But
with
'
probably,
way
it
before
we
stand
the
Every morning
It namon. Bake 85 minutes in a hot
old watches and
mirror, flap the large end over and has some unseen college
oven.
own
of
Its
heaven
and
around, push It behind and up
Line dessert
Almond Pudding.
life
Its
wafted
is
It
after
whither
draw It carefully through. It becomes
cups with strips of sponge cake. Mnke
AtlanFrom
over.
the
us
is
amongst
a habit, and yet, like dining. It has
a boiled custard, using two eggs, half
certain fascination. The keen pleas- tic.
a cupful of sugar, a pint of milk and
ure of a new and uncreased cravat
of cornstarch.
two tablespoonfuls
of
Lev
Approbation.
whole week brighter.
helps to make
Cook the milk and cornstarch for five
The
to
be
likes
approved.
Everyone
And that dread day when white spot
most rudimentary of human units, the
appears In the center of the front of
papoose, or the grown
Achievement
bar favorite green one, or when the
Undertake some big Job and then
beloved brown parts Internally, and, Hottentot Is gratified by the praise
from the pond,
while appearing the same without, won by the fish brought
keep everlastingly at It to It on It
shoulder as by It In
tells us. that It la gone forever that or the deer flung over the Love
it until you finally get
of ap- through
of the day's hunt
day oar coffee Is bitter and the mer- trophy
as
or
Is
hair
natural
teeth.
ss
probation
cury low.
The Better Way.
Bat we never cruelly desert a faith- A woman shouldsonot be blamed for poshuman.
ful friend. For a couple of times after sessing a trait
At every moment of our lives we
should be trying to find out not in
the white spot appears we try to tie
Soak the soles of new shoes In Un- what we differ with other people, but
It farther up or lower down, usually
(with pathetically Ineffectual results. seed oil before wearing them and the In what we agree with them. Ruskin.
soles will last as long as the uppers.
And then we pasture it back
This is particularly good for boys
on the rack with the bow-tie- s
p
Rubber was first introduced Into
Hut are not good taste any more and shoes.
In 173S as erasers.
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one-hal-
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one-hal-

waste-baske-

text-book- s,

eight-year-o-

it

4

ence

two-thir-

'tis folly to

Is bliss,

be wise."
One way to make the world hanpler
would be to turn Ignorance Into
bliss.

PORK DISHE8.
meat which
In the
country the nicely fatted
young pork suited Is
delicious eating. The advantage of suit pork is
that It keeps Indefinitely
nnd is an emergency
I
I meat always available.
1
L II I Crisp slices of pork
parboiled In water, then
- rolled In eornineul und
fried brown and served
with n gravy of Hour and
milk, cooking the Hour In the hot fat,
then uddlng the milk. Baked potatoes
are especially good with this meat.
ltoust pork
finely chopped
and served with chopped celery In
salad makes a fine substitute for
chicken.
Comment pork fritters, with n rich
gravy will make a breakfast dish
which Is sufficiently filling for a good
meal. Use cornmeal, one egg, a little
baking powder nnd sufficient milk to
make u batter thick enough to dip the
slices of parboiled and drained salt
pork in, then fry In fut und serve with
n cream gravy.
Fresh pork with carrots, onions nnd
potatoes huked in n casserole is another dish which Is well liked. A
small amount of meat will season the
vegetables, thus making a most economical dish.
Spiced Shoulder of Pork. Ronk the
shoulder In water for several hours
after washing well, being sure that it
Is well scraped, removing all the
smoked portions thnt might Impart a
strong flavor. Place In n largo kettle
with cold water to cover; bring slowly
to tho boiling point, then add peppercorns, whole cloves nnd sage, a teaspoonful of ench, with n bay leaf. If
liked, a bit of mace or nutmeg. The
sage may be omitted If the flavor Is
not liked. After two hours of gentle
cooking, remove the skin from the
shoulder nnd put it in n baking pun,
skin side up. Add half u cupful of
vinegar, two tablespoonfuls of sugar,
and a cupful of water; use this to
baste the meat while ronstlng. Any
r
portions ore delicious, sliced
cold.
Salt pork Is

In most families.

Is found

rvJlJ
r-

left-over- s

'

left-ove-

Home Is the one place In all this
world where hearts are sure of each
other. It Is the place of confidence.
It Is the spot where expressions of
tenderness gush out without any sensation of awkwardness nnd without
any dread of ridicule. Frederick W.
Robertson.

WINTER VEGETABLES.
The potato is our only starchy vegetable In common use. These are
stored for wlntei
use with such other vegetables ns
beets, carrots,
cab-hnf- .

t ii

i IK.

liars- -

1 nips, salsify anc
onions. If storet
under proper
all these
vegetables
keej
without much loss. Such vegetables
if bought or stored in season, cost
less than many other articles of diet
These vegetables carry n largo ninnunl
of water, 70 to 00 per cent, nnd froir
10 to 30 per cent of solids. As there
Is little or no nitrogenous matter, il
is important that such food should be
supplied with them, an exclusive vegetable diet Is consequently not desirable. There Is n considerable quantity
of mineral salts In them, and the
woody fiber which they contain make
them nn Important food. When used
with other foods rich in protein the
tubers nnd roots supply n large amount
of fuel for the body's needs. The
coarse, woody fiber, though undigested
Itself, holds other foods, so that the
digestive Juices have better action
upon them, ns they could not If the
food were in a solid mass.
The mineral salts In vegetables are
used In various ways in the functions
of the body; they also assist In the
maintenance of the alkalinity of the
blood, a most- Important office.
We are not familiar enough with the
value of vegetables, or fall when reading their food value to put the emphasis on the valuable constituents.
Vegetnbles require some lnhor to prepare, hence many housewives buy
canned goods which are not nn economy to the buyer when fresh wlntei
Where
vegetables may be obtained.
one cans her own vegetables in the
season of plenty, canned vegetables
nre valuable, as they afford a larger
variety.
There should never be one spoonful
r
of
vegetables wasted. Two
or three may be added to a cream
soup, making one a little out of the
ordinary.
left-ove-

Beware of Adjectives.
Many of us are victims of the adjective habit Like all habits, It grows
and grows and leaves Its votaries mofe
helpless than before. "Beget all with a
temperance," said the great poet And
before ' him there was another ' who
said : "Let your communication be yea,
yea; nay, nay; for whatsoever Is more
than these Cometh of eviL" Toledo
Blade.

some-(whe-

Ku-ro-

Ufomeri Will liiea:

Will Sometimei Work, Though Pleasure Is the Real Business of Exist-'- .

minutes before adding the sugar mixed
with tho bcuten egg ; cook, then flavor
with a half teaspoonful of almond
of a cupful of
extruct, add
shredded blunched almonds. Serve
very cold.
"Where Ignorance

Dress

CERTAINLY
8HANTY BOATMEN
LIVE A HAPPY LIFE.

CABINET

.

WhcxWell

Russia has more blind people than
the rest of the world, two to one.

Bothered About
Rent or Taxes.

Not

If a man were privileged to choose
his own manner of living, sorting over
the whole collection of life's various
forms of existence, and choosing the
one he liked best, no mntter what anybody or everybody said, It Is likely that
In all that strange collection he could
find nothing more charming than the
life of tho shanty boatman, remarks
the Indianapolis News. The shanty
boatman lives anywhere, nccordlng to
He
his Inclination nnd the season.
lives, anyway, uccordlng to his desires. It sets you dreaming of ull the
faraway places to think of him. He
moors his little house on the cool
northern streams in the summer, nnd
drifts down the warm blue southern
He is not
rivers during the winter.
averse to a bit of work now and then,
enough to keep him in coffee and bacon, but he can choose his work as he
goes, and leave It when he grows tired
of It.
Work Is his avocation, nnd, lis
nn avocation, work is not an unpleasant thing. His real business Is livHe
ing, smoking, fishing, drifting.
pays neither rent nor taxes. He owns
only a bit of an old shack, somehow
made watertight and balanced so that
it will Hunt. It is even possible, you
must understand, for him to enter Into
tho life of city men, entering Into It,
however, with no sense of necessity or
restraint.
A shanty boatman was not so long
ago ll resident of tills very town. Willi
a proper sense of the fitness of things
he tied his boat to n fence, In line
Willi the houses on the shore and even
painted a number over the front door.
It wus a jolly looking little home, with
the smoke coming out of the pipe In
the roof nnd lamplight shining from
the edge of the curtains, and, for all
we know, he may have a regular Job
and have taken to city life very contentedly for a while. The advantage
he had over the rest of us, of course,
was that to get away to the faraway
places, he had only to untie his boat
ami drift, accepting now and then a
bit of a lift from u friendly craft.
The tiling that Is likely to bother us,
however, in choosing tills sort of existence, Is the question as to whether we should really be a shanty boatman, or Just pretend to lie one. Stevenson wns u sort of shanty boatman. At
least, he did drift about through the
country In a boat, anil lived very contentedly and lazily on the way. But
Stevenson has written a book about his
wanderings, and he was not really a
shanty boatman ut nil. It Is Just the
difference you mny say, between art
nud vagrancy. Vagrancy has an Idle
sound, and art is n tempting thing.
The very point In being a shanty boatman, however, Is in not having to try
to be anything else, nnd, perhaps the
best thing about It Is the fact that
It Is so fur removed from art ns to
be very nearly real.

Now that Lent Is here, the family
way settle down to quiet days of devotion to spring sewing. The bulk of
out of the way when
this work may-bcalls to
Enster arrives and
sveryone who hns eyes and a heart for
spring. Styles for spring nnd summer,
jspeclully those to govern in the realm
if sports clothes, are established, and
there Is no guesswork about tliem.
Separate skirts and blouses of wash
fabrics arc among the things thnt are

W'QV
kt

.L

u..

B.

SERGE FROCK FOR GENERAL WE AR

to bo disposed of before Kastcr. Materials for skirts come In patterns designed for street nnd for sports wear,
and new put terns for skirts, In a great
variety of designs, make It possible to
dispose of this Item of tho wardrobe
The same Is true of
requirements.
blouses.
frock of serge (good for
A
sports wear) like that shown
In the picture, gives the home dressIt Is the most
maker no uneasiness.
livable of dresses and Is developed in
unbleached linen for everyday wear
and in lienvy cotton ns well us woolens. It Is made with a loose blouse,
having n sailor collar, and a plaited
skirt with panel at the front. The
Office.
The Lowest
sleeves are plain, with two rows of
to
one
Grant Wlilstlar brings this
white braid at the wrist, In keeping
town :
with three rows on the collar. The
oth"Boss," said Has Lightfoot, the
er day. "I gotta git oft touiorroh."
"Get off tomorrow?"
"Vessah."
"But I can't spnre you very well."
"I gottu go. It's lodge business."
"Thnt new lodge you Joined?"
"Yessah."
"Why are you so badly needed at
the meeting?"
"Ah am de sublime king."
"Sublime king?"
"Yessali."
"You have been n member of that
lodge only two weeks and you tell me
you are sublime king already?"
"Yessnh."
"How does that come?"
"You see, sail, In ouah lodge do sublime king am de lowes' ollico what
dey Is." Youngstown Telegram.
War's Convictions.
What has happened Is thnt out of
the blackest, most infernal experience
through which, as far as we know,
the race has ever passed there has
seemed to come literally to millions
of men n redeeming conviction, n healing und transfiguring assurance, that
brotherhood Is not u delusion; that life
has a inclining; that resolution and
courage and discipline and simple faith
in fellowuieii and loyalty to Ideals are
now, us they have always been, within thnt meaning; Hint these things are,
as they will be forever, within man's
heritage, to be displayed in war until
the better way Is found. E. T. Devlne.

Crape, of all fabrics, lends Itself
most perfectly to fine work In the making of huts uiid their trimmings. Ia
the best mourning hats almost no other mutcrlals are used, and the correct
hut for first mourning employs this
fabric for covering the shape and for
making its trimmings.
The hut at the center of the group
Is one of many models for deep mourning thut ore faced with white crape.
Tills fabric, used only for mourning

one-piec- e

d

Nr-

-

Tar

f- -

wear, gives the hat Its character and
signifies its purpose, so that the hat
may be all black, all white, or black
and white combined. The white facing Is very becoming and is a feature of
tunny crape hats. The hat pictured is)
entirely plain except for the ornuinent
ut the front. This consists of a small
pair of wings, made of crnpe, set to
the center of a big, flat rosette, also
miido of crnpe. At the center there
t
Is n single big
bead.
The turbun at the left Is covered
with narrow folds of crape, nnd tho
ornuinent at the side Is
made In the same way, with .strands
dull-Jet
bends at the center,
of small
At the right a
hat of
black silk has a collar of the snme
material, but the crown Is draped with
puffs of crape, und a pair of crape
dull-Je-

d

narrow-brimme-

d

u

GROUP OF CRAPE HATS
of crape anil
wings, set in a cnboi-hodull-Je- t
beads is used for trimming.
tic Knglish crape is waterproof, nnd therethe nock nnd a smart
furnish the equipment of this practical fore one of the most durable of fabrics.
dress.
For the dally wear of the schoolgirl
It would be difficult to find a model better thnn this, with which we are all
There is no question as to
familiar.
Its good style, for it is always good
From Green to Blue.
Blue is rapidly becoming the color
style.
Some of the new shapes for spring for evening gowns electric blue, midseem to be particularly well adapted to night blue, dark blue, blight blue, evhats mode of crape. The shapes, to erything but pale blue. I'.Lnck gowns
begin with, are graceful and unusual, use this bright blue color for decoraAccording to Rules of the Sea.
A sailor who had landed after a long and the trend of fashion is set strongly tion sometimes, and a dress made enmiltirely of it or else trimmed up a bit
voyage, and having been paid off, toward fine and intricate work in
called a cab, threw his luggage Inside, linery. Ornaments made by hand, and, with a starry silver stuff. Is wondershowing the most careful workman-Ship- fully attractive. And any evening gown
and Jumped on top himself.
are favored above all other trim- Is apt to have mallnes wound the length
"Beg pardon, sir," said the astonof the arm. New York Evening Post
ished cabman, "but you should get in- mings, for all sorts of hats.
side and put your boxes on top."
"Steer the craft ahead, sonny. Paspompons, placed at either side of ths
Her Hat Merely Accessory.
sengers always go on deck and lug"Ton are going out?" exclaim the blouse at the wnlstline give the effect
was
the
from
In
the
hold,"
gage
reply
friends of a French actress who ap- of almost a child's model. The hat
the top. London
which wns
from this frock
pears hatted. "Oh, no, but my gown was a little Inseparable
affair of white straw, round
Is so much more becoming with the and
In
Artificial
Danger
Eyes.
coming close over the head, faced
le quietly rejoins.
Explosion of their artificial eyes Is hat"
brim
of an ivory white silk with red, a carved yirned-bac- k
Is
The
gown
war
risk patched up
victims should
with a of the straw caught over the ears at
short
walsted,
very
crepe,
hardly expect As the ball is made up
collar either side with bright red cherries.
red
of many grades, colors and thicknesses bright poinsettla of Japanese
of
a
embroideries
and
repetition
of glass, proper annealing Is difficult
Linen Pumps for Spring.
lines In the same red across
and It Is found that one eye In a thou- slgzag
Shoes and pumps for the spring will
and back of the blouse and
sand files to pieces even on the factory the front
covering the side panels which have a be of linen, if those being worn
shelves.
I Inch border of red at tke bottom, red Palm Beach are an Indication.

"Fourth of July" in March.
Fireworks on Independence day nre
denied the children nnd grown folks of
Alaska for the simple reason that the
July nights ure upmost as light as the
days and It docs not pay to attempt
pyrotechnic displays If there Is no
darkness to show them off by contrast.
Consequently It hns become the custom in many Alaskan cities, including
Fairbanks, to hold a "Fourth of July"
celebration on March 4, when the
nights are still very long. Then there
Is abundant opportunity for displaying
fireworks of every variety.

A

skirt fastens with bone buttons at one
side of the front pnnel. A dickey for
d
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TAOS DELEGATION HERE TO
by Mi Gimtl.
Miss Elizabeth
Uarrett of
PROPOSE BETTER ROAD.
Cruces, a talented vocalist and comHall
poser will give a recital at the
A Taos
delegation among
The ruling of United States Land
of the House of Representatives, whom werecounty
Hon. Malaquias Ma-t- iCommissioner Clay Tallmon, requircanitol building, Sunday afternoon nez,
William
McKean, Ev
ing all homesteaders under the new
at 3 o'clock. Music lovers will en- - C, . Attorney
- u
t
cA.,n- - c
640- - acres act to return within
the
Miss
the
of
privilege
hearing
joy
Montaner.
Lauranj Mares.- Gersn.
Santa Fe land district to rc file ap.
Garrett whose sweet voice and Gusdorf, merchant
of Taos, F. W.
because proper b'anks
plications,
Teare, Dorothy Linncy, Ruby Lo- - charming personality has endeared Drake,
Last Night.
Hon. MatautJias Martinez, of Taos, MISS GARRETT TO C1VE
superintendent of the Santa
has been in the city for the past few
woke witzki, Eugene Baca, Earnest Brown, her to every one who has been
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Selected.
From the numerous items of press
as follows:
Mrs. Spears appeared on the scene 0f Mrs. T. Z. Winter Monday after, good road without
further delay.
Wa shingtoii, D. C. Feb. 21, 1917.
T. li. Schwentker, state agent of rerognizatioii of Miss Uarrett WC;
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OFFERS THREE NAMES
Grand Patron. John W. Turner Charity
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